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Police hope law saves lives
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Seat belt law

By STACEY CROOK .
Staff Writer
Among all the new state laws
that go .into effect, state police
hope compliance with one will
. he said, which can
"
the vehicle!
public roadways a this state
•
save lives.
_
passenall
head injuries.
serious
and
cause
driver
the
unless
_ Friday, buckling up becomes
is
unreproperly
child
a
'.a
said
if
He
wearing
are
gers
the law.
strained in the back seat of a car,
adjusted and fastened safety
Emergency medical technician
the body will slam against the
•
belt..."
Brad Haugh .said 'wearing safety
seat upon impact. If the
front
that
means
Properly
adjusted
.
and
lives
,saves
undoubtedly
belts
lap
is
in the front seat, the body
.
child
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epd
hartiess
shoulder
the
both
prevents serious injuries....
be ejected through
will
probablyin
place.
are
belt
head-on
a,
"Even At 20 mph,
the Windshield.
The driver and all passengers
7, collision can "cause . head and
with
kids
people
see
we
"Then
fine.
a
Robert
to
$25
subject
are
you
• :-- chest injuries," he said. "But
on their laps and the belt around
with a son the driver is responsible for
wouldn't have thoscat
both," he said. "On impact, the
tall passengers
belt on."
kid is going to be cut in half by
Robertson Said children under
Trooper Chuck Robertson,
Mommy."
publiCaffairs officer at Kentucky 40 inches tall must be secured in
Haugh said children's bodies
which
system
restraint
a
child
troopers
said
Post_l,
Police
. State
not tough enough to with-1
are
standards.
federal
meets
will conduct road checks and
—being crushed between a
-a
.stand
require
statutes
state
Current
fastening
thal
pass out reminders
steering wheel and an adidt body.
child riding in the vehicle with a
safety-belts 4. the--law.
"This can cause big-tine interparent of legal guardian to be
nal injuries," he said:
fastened into a safety seat. •
Non-Compliance is a secondary
'
The law also sets forth guideHowe'Oer, Robertson said the;
.viitilation, which means a driver
new law mandates that any child
lines for pickup trucks.1
cannot be stopped for not wearRobertson said if a trtick, has
ing a seat belt, Robertson said. (under 40 inches tall) in any per-..
However if an _tali='PllUs; a _tscui's_vehicle must he sczured— three vat hdlg only three *pie
-• •,-vehicle over for another infrac-, _ "It-makes no difference whose) can ride in-he truck. •
for
He said troopers- are not going
car they, are in," he said.— -4-*
tion, citations can be
lobe out citing as Many motorists
- Haugh said it is vital to a
not wearing a seat belt.
as possible.
According to the 'law,-"no per-__. - -child's safety to have them prop_
"Yes, we will enforce the law,"
son shall operate a motor vehicle erly secured in a vehicle.
Robertson said. "But we're not
"Kids tend to flop around in
manufactured after 1965 on the
•

intent on writing a bunch of tickintent on saving

In 1992, the most recent figures available, 680 people were
killed .on Kentucky's roadways.
Of those, 566 were not wearing
seat belts and 114 were. •
•State._police statistics- reflect
that 26,908 people not wearing
seat belts were injured in accidents, compared to 20,014 Who
were restrained.
11_8,648. more people
AO Were wearing safety belts
were notinjure,4 in traffic accidents than- thn.se who were
unrestrained.
"I have troopers tell me every
day how a person would have
been killed or seriously injured if
he hadn't been wearing a seat
" Robertson said.
belt;
Haugh, who works for the
ambulance, service and operates
the Murray Fire Department's
rescue truck, said he has "Seen
many serious accidents in which.
in d PerKin -has-Avalke.d_
n'
'
if
-a'
away without injury:.
"I've had people say seat, belts
ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger-rTEtii.ph-oto
,
saved them, and I'vehad people
tomorrow will not affect local
effect
Into
law
which
goes
belt
The
seat
say they will ne.ver wear a seat
resident Bronson West. He practices a good habit by buckling his seatbelt every time he gets in a car.
111 _ See Page 2
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Alexander meets
with MSU staff
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

AMY WILSON/Ledger & Times photo
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With both the new university president and the new staff regent
in attendance, Wednesday's Staff Congress meeting was full of
plans for the future.
In his first official visit to a campus group, Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander told staff members Wednesday
that they play a vital role in making the university experience
enjoyable.
"You and I arrange for students to have a good environment to
work and study and enjoy the university experience," Alexander
said. ,
He asked staff members "to look on the Students as _your children
or someone in your family. Every time you deal with them, think of
how you'd like your kinfolk to be treated."
Once that is done, Alexander said a family relationship has been
created that needs to be fostered.
Alexander, who assumed the duties of president July 1, has been
familiarizing himself with the campus; visiting different buildings
and, talking with employees.
"We -have so many thinks -here at Murray that the staff is
involved in," Alexander-said. "I ask that you enjoy your Avork. I
•See Page 2

Ethicists, growers debate tobacco

Jones sets execution
for man who killed teen
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Brereton Jones, trying to prod
the next appeal for convicted murderer Kevin Stanford, signed a
warrant for his execution Aug. 12.
"We felt that signing the death warrant in this case was necessary to advance the appeal," Jones' general counsel, Mark Guilfoyle, said Wednesday. "The governor feels strongly that justice
delayed is justice denied."
Stanford's attorney, Vince Aprile of the state Department of
Public Advocacy, said he would go to federal court to block Jones'
order. A stay of execution "should be virtually automatic" because
Stanford still has an avenue of appeal in U.S. District Court, Aprile
said.
The execution date set by Jones is 11 days before Stanford's 31st
birthday. He was 17 when he kidnapped, raped apd murdered service station attendant Baerbel Poore in Louisville in January 1981.
Kentucky's last execution was in 1962.
The U.S. Supreme Court used Stanford's case in 1989 to uphold'
the death penalty for killers younger than 18.
II See Page 2

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
While cigarette company executives are coming under attack
these days for making a product
that damages people's health,
Kentuckians apparently don't
hold the tobacco grower
responsible.
Last month, one congressman
called cigarette makers "worse
than murderers."
But the ethical responsibility of
growers is not an issue- you hear
discussed often, says the Rev.
Frank Dorris, who recently
retired as executive director of
the Warren County association of
Southern Baptist Churches.
Or as Luther Hughes, head of
the Western Kentucky University
agriculture department, puts it,

grower responsible for the alcoholic? Are the farmers who produce fatty
foods...responsible for cardiovascular disease?"
John Berry, Jr.
"Is a Corn

(Attorney)
"You don't hear too many sermons about tobacco."
A Bluegrass State Poll conducted from June 23-28 by The
Courier-Journal asked whether
tobacco farmers bear any responsibility for health problems
caused by cigarettes.
A sizable majority — 77 percent — of the 901 adults

surveyed said no; Only 18 percent
said yes; and 5 percenPhad no
opinion. The poll has a margin of
-error of 3.3 percentage points.
Auto workers make vehicles
"Is a corn grower responsible that have fatal accidents and
for the alcoholic?" asks John spew pollution, he says; miners
Berry Jr., a Henry County attor- dig coal that produces electricity,
ney who just stepped down as 'which kills people. "If we're all
president of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Associa- • See Page 2
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• The Calloway County School Board
meeting for tonight has been canceled. It
has been re-scheduled for 7 p in Monday at the board office.
• Calloway County Middle School's
Site-Based Council will meet at 2 p.m.
Friday at the school in executive session
to discuss candidates for the principal's

position

• Italy and Brazil advanced to the
Championship game of the World Cup
Mir tournament Wednesday as Italy
dOwned Bulgaria and Brazil topped Swedsn, both by scores of 2-1 The championship grime is Sunday in Pasadena,

CAR

Page 8

tion. "Are the farmers who produce fatty foods ... responsible
for cardiovascular disease?"
The answer is no, Berry says.
And he believes it's also no for
tobacco farmers. "In fact, they
pay the preacher with tobacco
money, and he takes it."
State Rep. Donnie Gedling, a
Breckinridge County tobacco farmer and ex-chairman of the legislature's Tobacco Task Force.
reaches beyond agriculture for
analogies.

•Murray City Council

will meet at
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the council chambers of City Hall.
III Murray School Board will meet at
7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Carter Administration Building. .

•Southwest Elementary's Site-Based
Council will meet at 3:30 p.m. Friday at
The school in executive session
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•Police...

•Ethicists...
to help care for his or her family.
FROM PAGE 1
But actions, he said, must also
be judged by their consequences.
going to get lilly white, lets all
And good intentions, in Wardo it together," he says.
heim's view, don't outweigh the
Asked if he has any moral confarmer's responsibility for the
cerns growing tobacco, 57-yearold Bath County farmer Earl tobacco-related diseases that
"Tommy" Jones said, "None smokers get.
M. Robert Mulholland Jr., vice
whatsoever. I've grown it all my
president and provost of Asbury
life, I was raised up with it."
Jones, a smoker, concedes smok- Theological Seminary in Lexinging "is not good for you" but ton, doesn't accept the argument
adds, "really and truly, I don't that tobacco is a neutral product
whose use is beyond the grower's
think it makes them sick."
- But Jan -Edward Garrett, associate professor-of philosophy at
control.
Western Kentucky, said a person
For that to be so, he said.
who contributes to a harmful pro. tobacco would - have to have
duct shares responsibility for it to
multiple uses — like corn, which
the extent he or she could have
goes into many foods, not just
avoided contributing.
liquor. Tobacco, he said, is a one• A young, educated person who, use crop, and "I think the 'progoes into lobacto farming is.
ducer does have an ethical
more responsible for the resulting
responsibility" for what becomes
cigarettes and their harm than is
of it. .
an older farmer wholias grown
If cigarette company executobacco all hiS life,. Garrett tives and tobacco .farmers are
suggested.'
responsible for the harm cigaret-,
1131 Warlieim,.ethics profeior les. 'UtUSC4-4i4041- -SO,is cycryone
4 ,,ihe-.'Louisville -Presbyterian else alqng the - product chain,
Thdoldgical Seminary, said the inclusling investors who own
tobacco farmer's intentions are cigarette company stock, store
no doubt good — to make'money
personnel who sell tobacco pro-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

, The
:Book Rack.,
Is Expanding!
Look for some
_upcoming changes.
Dixieland Center • Murray
753-4821

FROM PAGE 1
ducts — and newspapers that
belt
because they know someone
advertise them, several ethicists
-who
would have died if they
said.
were wearing one," he said.
Courier-Journal Publisher
Of course, Haugh said there
Edward Manassah says advertising is "a way to communicate are wrecks that a persouwill not
messages for activities and pro- survive regardless of seat belt
ducts that have been deemed leg- usage.
But he estimates the odds are
al," and does not constitute the
paper's endorsement of, or against people who don't buckle
up.
responsibility for, them.
"All you can do is prepare
that
see
it
newspapers
all
Not
way. The Seattle Times last year yourself for the majority of accistopped accepting cigarette ads, dents," he said.
Generally, side-impact collisaying it could no longer justify
sions
and head-on- crashes are
the practice in light of medical
evidence. The Newspaper Associ- survivable if a person i4:sriot
ation of America knows of 17 thrown from the car.
"If you're thrown out you Usuother papers that don't take
ally
land on your head or hit a
tobacco ads.
_tree,
rock or pavement," Haugh
year,
published
last
In his book
"Sex, Economy, Ff8410E8 and said. "You are better off to be in
Community," Kentucky author the car than out of it."
He said death-• from - being
and farmer Wendell Berry con--dapped
inthe vehicle is more
cedes._ that tobacco has become
"Hollywood hype" than reality.
-an authentic moral issue."
Murray drivers should be
But the people, who grow_ it, he
argues, have 'no alternative — accusWmed to the seat-belt
"theft): 'choice' to grow tobacco
is. MT really a_ choice." .
'Berry calls on •conservation
organizations, ,consumer groups,
xhurches and anyone who FROM PAGE 1
opposes tobacco growing to
-The court in January declined
begin buying fruits, vegetables,
review the facts of Stanford's
to
meat and milk products from
case,-"Since that time, Stanford
-has failed to take additional steps
to advance his appeal," a,statesilent from...A:Mei' office said.
- Stangifd's next'stepwould -be
"habeas corpus" appeal to U.S.:a
SPECIAL NEEDS ,
Court.-A judge would be
District
ADOPTION PROCRAM
asked to deteunine whether any1-800432-9346
thing in-Stardatti's trial, such as
WPMWNW Ke MIN*RESOIMICES
- defense, lawyer,
an ineffective'
violated his constitution' al rights.
"We have Rot been. dilatPry,Aprile said. "The key thing here
-is ... if you file a 'deficient petition for writ of habeas corpus,
Pick 3
ypu may forfeit, once•and.for all,
all of your client's -claims."
Pick 4
The governor traditionally
8-6-7-2

lOr lour Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
114-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
751-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

Studies show seat belts not only saves lives, but
usage also saves money.
•In 1992. 30,032 people
were killed in cars, trucks
and vans in this country.
Despite that 66 percent of
Americans wear seat belts,
64.5 percent of those killed
were not strapped in,
according to statistics provided by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
▪ Only 42 percent of
Kentuckians currently wear
their seat belts, according to
a recent University of Kentucky .study. well below the
-national average of 66
percent.
•The rate of compliance,
in Kentucky ranges from 62
percent in Jefferson County,
which has had a seat-belt-law for three yearsi to- 1.,8
,percent. in Ilarlair COunty—
•
in southeastetn Kentucky: -•
• University of L.oulsville_research indicates that
waits 90. days before signing' a -the average hospital bill for
death warrant when the Supreme
an accident victim who Court has declined to review a
wasn't wearing a belt-iv,death penalty-case, Guilfoyle and
nearly _double that of a
patient who was.
Aprile said.
Aprit was granted a second
• A 1989 UK .study
90-day - delay,.making Monday
showed that about 41' perthe deadtine. /Wile said he.
cent of accident victims had
called Guilfoyle on Friday to ask' their-Medical SIls covered
for an additional month and was
by taxpayers. -----..
turned,
In 1992; traffic---acCIGuilfoyle said Aprile was told.
cost the United- States.
dents
in mid-June that July 11 was the
about $137.5 billion. The'
final deadline. On Friday; Aprile
cost in Kentucky was
"called me with more excuses,
between $1.5 billion and
requesting another delay," Gullfoyle said.
- -$1.9 billion.
Information provided by
Stanford is on death row at the - the Associated Press. •
Kentucky State Penitentiary in
Eddyville.

yr

•Exectiiion...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Just ttie facts: A
requirement. The city council
narrowly passed a mandatory
safety-belt ordinance in 1992. An
effort to get a state-wide law in
1992 failed in the General
' Assembly.
Police Chief Larry Elkins said
belt usage in Murray rose immediately after the ordinance went
into effect from less than 20 percent to more than 50 percent.
Recent statistics are not available to determine how many
motorists- currently wear safety
.
belts.
Elkins thinks usage will
increase when the law takes
effect because more people have
been educated about war belts.
"And I think there is a certain
percentage of people who will
obey the law," he said..
Haugh said he- has seen more
motorists wearing seat belts in
the city and-ort the open -roads.
He attributes- the --usage to the
city's ordinance and that buckling
Up "is, becoming the politically
correct thing to db."

UPS

Sponsored by:

mid
' Sh•11

H1C HENRYCOUNTY
M MEDICALCENTER
is pleased to announce
Dirk Haitp, M.D.,PediaVician,
has joined the medical stall.
••••••

4;1••
HC.MC asks you to join us
in welcoming Dr. Hamp,
who comes to HCMC
from Vanderbilt
University Medical
Center.
Dr. Hamp and Dr. Selby
comprise a team of
highly trained
Pediatricians, ensuring
that your child receives
the best possible care.

Disabled sheriff
to leave office

•MSU staff... •

16-18=24-29-33
Lo5lter
1..5-23-34-39-48

SMITHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
tell two people what he has said.
FROM PAGE 1
,
may be the answer tito all our Livingston County Sheriff Jack
He
want you to help me because I
Day, incapacitated by brain damneed your help. I'd like tolsee us prayers."
staff members she age six months ago'and unable to
told
-Jones
expand and get more students
will have a report ready at the resign his post, may finally leave
here.
August -meeting, which will "office'after a judge appointed the
"We've got a good solid
responses to a letter she sheriff's wife as his guardian.
include
foundation, but I want to build it
Livingston District Judge
requesting
feedback about
sent
upward," he said. "We're going
Chappell Wilson appointed Ann
staff
concerns.
to have a lot of fun together in
As the new staff regent, she is Day as her husband's guardian'
the next few years and we are
an ex-officio, non-voting member Wednesday after a four-woman,
going to get things done."
twoinan jury found the sheriff
. Alexander invited the staff to of Staff Congress and a member disabled.
come and talk with him about of two conimittees.
The 57-year-old sheriff sufJones and Thomas Bunch, who
their concerns so he can help
fered
a severe heart attack Jan.
replaces regent James Butts, Will
them.
16,
and
resulting brain damage
cerea.m.
sworn
in
at
a
10:30
"My door is open and I hope to be
left
him
unable
to return to work
on
fie.
cyJuly 30 in the president's
be back and forth across cam- mony
or even to communicate.
pus," he said. "I'm a walk-around
County Attorney Billy Riley
In other business, the group:
administrator and anytime you
explained
that a hearing on Ann
*Elected Shirley Reamer to
see me, come and talk."
Day's guardianship petition was
Following Alexander's com- serve as president for a second -not about a contested
_issue. He
ments, members of Staff Con- term. Lori Adams was re-elected said it was the legal procedure
gress introduced themselves.
as vice president and Carmen necessary to have someone
Marie Jones, who was elected
Garland was elected as treasurer. appointed to handle the sheriff's
June 10 as the _university's first 1 *Established a special events affairs.
staff regent, praised Alexander committee.
The sheriff's wife and -their
for his comments.
*Commended the credentials son, David Day, have devoted
"Dr. Alexander is correct," she and elections committee members themselves
to caring for the shersaid. "If ybu have a problem, go for their work in the staff regent iff so he could
be at home, Riley
to him. Everyone here needs to election.
said.

Lumber Bu

,z1.4111-0-0-1
Unmatched Economy,
Free Delivery and Set-Up
- Limited 5 Year Warranty
Single 4' wide door
8x8
84 sq. ft.

Debra Selby.
Dirk Harnp,M.D.
405 Tyson Avenue,Suite B
Paris, TN 38242
001)644-2747
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Source: DNA test on glove inconclusive for O.J.

ts:

A left-handed glove, believed
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Initial DNA tests failed to show it to have been itba-ndoned by the
was 0..1. Simpson's blood on a killer, was found outside Ms.
glove found at Simpson's estate, Simpson's condominium two
although the blood could have miles away, near the bodies.
come from Nicole BrOwn Simp- Authorities believe the two
son or Ronald Goldman,.a.aotirce gloves are a pair.
In other developthents:
close to the ease said.
—KNBC-TV and the Los
conon
spoke
who
source,
The
dition of anonymity, disputed the Angeles Times both reported that
interpretation of the DNA find- police found $10,000 and Simpings reported by KCBS-TV, son's passport in Al Cowlings'
which said that blood tests -Ford Bronco after the nationally
showed a "strong probability" of televised highway chase on June
17.
a DNA match with Simpson.
Robert Shapiro, Simpson's
Simpson has pleaded innocent
to murdering his ex-wife and defense attorney, has said SimpGoldman on June 1£ The test son wanted to go only as far as
was conducted on blood from the his ex-wife's grave in Orange
right-handed glove confiscated by County south of Los Angeles.
police outside Simpson's Brent-. Shapiro. said Simpson planned to
commit suicide there.
wood -mansion.

belts
but
cy.
Kyle
rucks
intry.
It of

belts,
Lined
In,
proty

it of
wear
ng to
Kenw the
66

Cowlings, Simpson's friend
who was behind the wheel that
night, was arrested for investigauon of aiding and abetting a
felony suspect. The district attorney's office must file charges
before a Friday hearing or it will
be canceled and Cowlings'
$250,000 bail returned. A source
told The Associated Press that
Cowlings probably won't be
charged with helping his friend
flee.
• —KCBS-TV showed a film of
prosecutor Marcia Clark walking
on Simpson's property that the
station said was taken before a
judge had signed the search warrant for the gated mansion,
KCB'S showed the time and
date the film feed of Clark was
received: 10:28 a.m. June 13. The

search warrant was signed at
10:45 a.m. that day. The district
attorney's office told KCBS that
Clark was on the property to give_
officers legal advice on search
warrant procedures.
Defense attorney Richard
Hirsch told the station her presence could be significant
because. Clark "may now be a
witness in the case and therefore
is precluded from being the
prosecutor."
"If she's on the premises
before the search warrant was
issued, she's a witness on the
(defense) motion to suppress ihe
search warrant," Hirsch said.
.,--KNBC Also reported that the
9 mnrBeretta Simpson put to his
head during the June 17 chase
was registered to a police lieuten-

whether his blood was on the
glove.
The test did find that the mixture of blood on the glove had the
same makeup as thy, blood of Ms.
Simpson and Goldman, the source said.

ant who performed off-duty work
for Los Angeles Raiders owner
Al
The officer may have
given the handgun to Simpson
years ago without breaking any
laws, the station said.
On the blood test,ta source told
the AP that the initial DNA test,
a Polymerase Chain Reaction
procedure, was "silent" on
Simpson, providing niti indication

Davis,

The use of such DNA tests as
evidence has been challenged in
some California courts.

MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOO'S
- 15 Years Experience + Only licensed tattoo
artist in Calloway Co.
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+ Cover-up
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program- on Kim midway Satur-,
makers suggested Monday that
day: aftel. hundreds of ankry
the ,Seoul government send a
sympathy message, they were. ,viewers phoned the network
about the show's reference to
reviled as communist sympathizKim as a great leader.
Irs and traitors, and their own
Kim was. revered in North
Democratic Party disowned the
-Great Leader."
Korea as the "
'statements.
successor Kim
likely
son,
His
"They should-go to • North
Jong II, was known as "Dear
Korea and offer sympathy," said
a cartoon in leading national dai- -- Leader."
- Since pulling the show,
ly Chesun Ilbo, "and never come
whenever KBS has shown Northback."
footage of mourners_ in Pyou-___
ern
"'
' The four apologized Wednes-gyang, it has run -a disclaimer on
day, but political" analysts say
screen: "Distributed by North'
they may- have badly hurt their
Korea for propaganda purposes."
party's chances in upcoming
5,mith Korea's- student move- _
interim
-already targeted by
mem., One government worker was
authorities for sympathy toward_
fired after expressing condothe Ncirth -at a tinie..of tension
lences to the North in an in-house
over-its- suspected nuclear we_aweekly magazine. The weekly's
_
pons program — has come under
reprimanded.
publisher was
a renewed crackdown.
There's no denying Kim
Government prosecutors say
loomed large in -a tumultuous
students broke the law by distri,
•half-century on the divided
buting pamphlets and posters
peninsula. From 1948 until his
death, he was the only leader the eulogtztng Kim as a revolutiernary.. who struggled against
North knew,
Some argue that acknowledgAbout 200 students hurled fireing his importance in Korean history doesn't necessarily amount ,- bombs:at- police stations today,
police said, protesting arrests a
to a tribute.
day earlier of 55 colleagues who
_ But the government-owned
were allegedly preparing to send
Korea,' Broadcasting System
to
found out just how sensitive the a delegation to North
offer condolences over' Kim's
subject is. It had to halt a Polish

GOMA,Zaire (AP) — An estimated 1 million Rwantg
hauling blankets, suitcases
and mattresses, were headed-for
Zaire today, ahead of rebel soldiers advancing across the last
third of their country.
Tens of thousands of Hutus
streamed across., the border into
(loma, carrying what belongings
they could and herding goats and
cattle. The flood of refugees
caught aid workers by surprise
and raised worries of conflict
with local residents.
-We heard shots during the
night," said one man, refusing to
give his name. "We got scared
and decided to come."
The rebel Rwandan Patriotic
Front, dominated by Tutsis, has
taken control of two-thirds of
Rwanda since the Hutu -president
died April 6 in a suspicious plane
--crash.
The rebels revived their war,
halted in August, after Hutu militias trained by the government
went on a killing spree, slaughtering at least 200,000 and perhaps as many as 500,000 minority Tutsis and moderate Hutus.
Zairian officials estimated that
Wednesday evening, more
than 100,000 Hutus had arrived
in Goma, said Fernando del Mundo, a spokesman at Geneva headquarters of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees.
'Tony Burgencr, a spokesman at

refu-

assaults-an nine police stations,
police said. -Tivo students were'

gees,
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Ngirabatware and Works
Minister Jean de Dieu were in
Goma surrounded by several
armed Rwandan soldiers acting
as bodyguards. Ngirabatware said
the leaders of the interim government remained in Gisenyi, but he
doubted they would try to make a
final stand.
"We think the final result will
be to flee," Ngirabatware said.
He claimed 3 million Hutus were
rushing towasd Zaire and only
Tutsis -would be left in Rwanda.
Hopes for a truce in Rwanda's
civil war are riding on the rebelpicked prime minister, Faustin
Twagiramungu, who arrived in
Kigali today to form a new government that will include -Mims
and Tutsis.
The rebels, who are advancing
west against remaining government troops, have promised to
call a cease-fire once Twagiramungu, a moderate Hutu, names
a Cabinet and the leaders of massacres against Tutsis are caught.

Spon,ort-d

arrested. No serious injuries were
reported..
Labor activists, too, are feeling
the heat. Fearful of being.seen as
pawns of the North,-labor 'unions
moved quickly this Week 40
iump-start stalled negotiations .and call off strikes.-'North, Korea often points to
Titior disputes in the South as a .
Sign of the.failure of the capilittst- system.
North Korea, for its part, has
made _a point of describing condolences received from "people -of' various strata in South Korea." On Wednesday, its official
Korean Central News -Agency
said South Korean mourners were
welcome ,to come and pay
respects.
off
- President Clinton, too,
controversy_ by sending a message of -condolence. Senate
Minority Leader Robert Dole,
R.-.Kan. scolded Clinton, pointing _
out that more than 30,000, Americans died in the Korean War.

korea

the Geneva headquarters of the
International Ciimmittee of the,
Red Cross, said refugees were
arriving in Goma at the rate of
1,000 an hour by midday.
Zairians collected hundreds of
machetes and knives from them
as they arrived in Goma.
Goma -residents lined the
streets to watch the procession of
refugees — some barefoot, some
stream into
well-dressed
Goma toting the last" of their
possessions.
- refuThousands of bedraggled
gees strolled aimlessly down
Goma's main streets, carrying
bundles on their heads.
Some of the Hutus said they
had walked for weeks. Many,
bone-weary, dropped into the
first grassy area they could find
•
after -crossing the -border.
While a light drizzle fell, Zairian soldiers herded most of the
refugees to a point just outside
the airport, which is surrounded
by French troops and barbed
wire.
Gunfire was heard this morning from the Rwandan side of the
border, but it was not immediately clear who was firing.
Augustin Ngirabatware, minister of planning for the interim
government, said the rebels were
15 miles away and advancing on
Gisenyi, seat of the Hutu-led
interim government on the border
across from Goma.
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SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
North Koreans'ItitiSw erectly how
they're. suppoied /to r- espond to'
the death 'of longtime leader Kim
II Sung: with weeping, wailing
flowery tributes. -For South
Koreans, it's A lot more
complicated.
---- The-country .is embroiled in an
increasingly bitter debate over
"whether it is
even the mildest condolences
over the - Isfollherri riiler'S.-death
Friday at age 82.
In South Korea, Kim is reviled
as the 'min who .started the
* -Korean War-,The---hloodY 195n-53
conflict killed 2-6 million people
. .and left both- Koreas-in ruins...
- The South's government has
threatened to prosecute anyone
who dares eulogize Kim. Its strict
- national security laws prohibit
sympathy with North Korean
•
ideology.
Even so, politicianst government% workers, activists, and the
media have, found themselves
-in--controversy. caUght
The .Sou_th is talking of reconciliation with . the North, and
think it strange not to offer
the Pyongyang government a
word of sympathy at a time of
national grief.
But when four opposition law-
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121 North, Allicr:IN. Ky.

-PUBLIC MEETINGS
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVE

7

-

TVA is changing the way it manages The.shoreline
around its lakes and would like your Opinion...
How can TVA do a better job?
What changes should be made?
How should the shoreline be used?

.._

_

PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING MEETINGS IN YOUR AREA
FROM 7:00 PM. TO 10:00 PM.
Blountville, TN
Central High School
. Juno 20 ..

Knoxville, TN
Farragut High School
July 11

Dandridge, TN
Jefferson County High School
June 21

Sweetwater. TN
Sweetwater Jr. High School
July 12

Clinton. TN
_Anderson County High School
June 23

Murphy, NC
Murphy High School
July-14
Murray, KY
• Murray High School
July 18

Muscle Shoals, AL
Muscle Shoals High School
June 27
Decatur, AL
Oak °ark Middle School
June 26

Parsons, TN
Parson Riverside High School
July 19

luka. MS
Burnsville Middle School
June 30

Guntersville, AL
Guntersv4le High School
- July 25

Harrison, TN
School
C-entral
July 26

High

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1-800-TVA-LAN D/615-632-1669
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Twagiramungu should be able
to announce a government by
Saturday, rebel chairman Alexis
ICanyarengwe said Wednesday.

)1 '

Kanyarengwe said indications
were that high-ranking government army officers would turn
over government officials implicated in the massacres.
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ANALYSIS

Allies of the U.S.
re-wary of shifts
in foreign policy

Academia often makes strange
bedfellows. Murray State University can now roll ovec and make
room for the University of Louisville as it- begins a- presidential
search.
•
U of L President Donald Swain
▪ has announced he will step down
next July.
.
Now that Dr. Kern Alexander,
is on.board, aarray State Univer- them must rise from their ranks
sity observers can cast critical to fully understarallow a univereyes upon Louisville's process: sity works." •
And if not on the process,
Abramson has taught a law
Courier-Journal editorials should tlass at U of L, but he has never
„at last make for interesting been a--full-time faculty member
reading.
-theF or anywhere. .
• Even in this early -stage, conThe storY also -Quoted trustees
troversy has been.dumped on the
who said they would not be
campus like a can of sticky tar opposed to an Abramson candidasnaring every rumor that ambles cy and gave reasons why the
past.
three-term mayor would (and
should) want the
• Name _dropping is natural in a
could it be
.
•
• process like this — there was job:
• plenty of that during the MSU
A quote from one trustee said
search.
'us typical for the ,faculty to
A bigee landed hard on trof fEact "impetuously and
'
L's campus -- Jerry Abramson. negatively."
The -Louisville mayor's "interMore interesting than the story
est" in the job was the recent
is the editorial headlined "What
• focus Of a Courier-Journal article.
U of L needs"(no questionmark,
An editorial soon follow_ed.:-.
'..5.urprising an exclamation point
article focused. on the '• wasn
on).
.
• faculty's opposition to Abramson.
• RestdEs the "go-s--sip value; what
(Sound familiar?) .
seems most interesting about all,
- According to the story, profs -of this-ls comparifiggtheneWspap• "believe the person who manages
er's, tone -toward the faculties at

By DONALD 111.„,ROTHELERG
-Diptoitiatie -Writer —
WASHINGTON (AP) — In Haiti, as it was with Bosnia and
North Korea, President Clinton is harping for help to a World wary
of a shifting-IA:leadership.. Consensus is repeatedly undermined
by loose rhetoric.
- US. warships sailed the waters around Haiti Tuesday, and The
oresident -warned that force remained an option if the Caribbean
_
nation's military leaders didn't surrender. power__
Did he mean it this time? Or was- this another case of the administration placing too much faith in.,the power of its words. It
--threatens -action apparently believing that will be enotigh; Tell China it will lose trade.privileges if it doesn't improve its
:human rights record. Threaten the, Serbs or the Haitians or the
--Somalis with U.S. military power if they don't behave.
China did little and retained most-favored-nation trade status.
Only a handful of bombs were used against Bosnian-Serbs. And
• when Somalia proved more costly than anticipated, the United,.
•
States pulled out. "Foreign governments'will understand that we may occasionally
do things that they don't like;" said Stephen Bosworth; a former
State Department-official who now is _president,of the U.S.-Japan
Foundation. "After-all, their pleasure is not—our goal.
"But what they find terribly frustrating and anxiety-producing is
their inability to predict where we're going to be on any issue at
.any given time." John Steinbruner, director -of foreign policy studies at the Brook2-ings Institution, has a different fix on the problem, saying that in
• most cases -the administration shifts on foreilh policy are in the
right direction.
• "Getting himself out of trouble certainly doesn't hurt Clinton,"
said Steinbruner. "It's getting himself into trouble in the first place
that does hurt him."
Obviously, the world 'cannot ignore the United States.
)
"Europe needs an America that plays a central role in matters of
•
European security, andat the same 'time, America needs a Europe
that assumes greater responsibility for itself and for international
security," German Chancellor Helmut Kohl said during Clinton's

••F •

,
4(

•

C-J does a faculty flip-flop

So far, neither the United States nor its allies in Europe and Asia
have found a comfort level in today's chaotic world.
When the administration talked tough about Bosnia, it was its
• European allies that said no. When tensions rose between the
United States and North Korean, it was China, Japan and South
Korea that urged the administration to slow down and give diplomacy a chance,_
In the case of Haiti, there seems even less chance the world will
take up arms and join the United States in military action to restore
ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to power. '
Haiti is too close, its refugee flow too threatening, for the United
States--to ignore events there.
When Haiti's military leaders Threw out U.S. observers, the U.N.
Security Cquncil responded with a statement calling it a "serious
escalation" and "provocative."
But what might it provoke? A
invasion? Or '-a- -U.S.
tnvasion?
Clinton conceded hemispheric support for an invasion is weak.
•
"They want any kind of unilateral action by the United States to
come only as a last resort and they have reservations about it,"
Clinton said.
"Any action that we would take would be multilateral," said
William Gray III, the administration's special adviser on Haiti. So
far, the invasion partners Gray seeks have not stepped forward.
At the State Department, officials said about a dozen countries
have pledged a total of up to 3,000 troops for a peacekeeping force.
But they would be used only after the military was ousted by economic pressure or a U.S. invasion.
In the grand scheme of things, the wonder is that Haiti can so
preoccupy the administration.
"Haiti does not belong at the presidential level," said Steinbruncr. "Clinton shouldn't have allowed it to Come there given everything else that's going on."
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Kingdoms in conflict

The attack by what I've called the
Pagan Left has begin against what
they call the Religious Right.
Michael Kinsley wrote in The
New York Times that if Christians
can't stand the heatofcriticism,they
should get back in the church pews.
They can't have it both ways, he
said. They can't enter the political
arena and comment on all sorts of
issues and then cg foul (or "bigotry") when they are criticized.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Donald M. Rothberg covers foreign
He has a point, but there is a
affairs for The Associated Press.
larger one.
0/ America has moved through what
theologians have called a postChristian age into an anti-Christian
period in which the old self-evident
truths are no longer self-evident, at
least not to a majority of citizens. A
The Times-Tribune, Corbin:
minority of traditional Christians
Does it have to be spelled out for you?
now appeal to the definers ofculture
In the case of some Kentucky Education Reform Act critics and the -and government officials to reflect
state's list of what students should learn, apparently it does.
these values, ideas and beliefs that
Last week, the Kentucky School Boards Association spoke- out
the United States either once acagainst the list, saying it doesn't take parents' and the public's concepted or, at least, did not oppose.
cerns into consideration. Others said the list isn't specific enough. Butcultural change has passed these
The proposed 58 statements address how students should be able to
Christians by, largely because of
apply knowledge. The list, in turn, relates to six broad "learning
their failure to confront those in
goals."
control and because they have lost a
moral power from too much fraterIt's good that the public is taking interest in education, but what the
nization with the kingdom of this
critics want is ridiculous. Remember, these arc the same people who
world.
usually complain about the state not having too much control.
For Christians to gain the respect,
Since a learning goal that requires students to master mathematical
concepts isn't sufficient, maybe it iwould make critics nappy if the loot always the approval,ofthose
who define culture, they must first
goals required students to learn multiplication tables in week three of
get their own house in order.
the second semester.
Yes, the state has a duty to make sure that all Kentucky children, no Surveys have shown that Christians
are divorcing at the same rate as
matter where they live, receive the same quality education.
But there's no reason to turn the classroom into a big game of non-Christians. So much for
"Mother, may I," where every decision is dictated by the rule book. "family values." People who say

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

accused our "yokelocracy" of
harboring "good old boys," being
"chummy" and needing to overcome our "provincialism."
What's more provincial than
advocating your city's mayor as a
.presidential.icandidate for the uni%may- -I--; which is called the
University of Louisville; -is it
not?.
.The editorial supported AbramU of L and MSU and toward thc
'sOn for his administrative and
men in question.
"... a predictable dust-up has political skills while the Alexanbeen _raised by members of the der criticism involved only his
fight with the campus newspaper
university's faculty."
Juxtaposition that statement to -- nothing else.
this one that appeared under the
, None of this is meant to be a
headline "Murray's pitiable criticiun of__Mayoi. Abramson.
The editorial stated: "...he has
spectacle."
- "Small wonder that when they proven over the last decade that
saw Mr. Alexander coming, the he is a leader of the first rank,'
Murray State faculty called an earning his place as.one of Louisville's best mayors, ever.'
emergency meeting and wrote a
memo protesting his candidacy!' -- I don't live in Louisville; so I
have .no -*reason to doubt that
• Remember, both these statements are from the same news-s, _statement.
.•What,rao know is that the edipaper that also editorialized about
the -,MSU process: "...the rush to torial_writers in Louisville threw'
dame a candidate before faculty' support behind one ,university
opposition could spread....All faculty while chastising another.
Curious, curious.
these made for a pitiable spectaWell, yokels, lean back in your
cle." (Hence the headline.)
Could faculty -philosophical- 'easy ohairs, pop a few pork rinds
positions on a presidential wish in your mouths and stay tuned to
list be that different .between le next installment of the cityocMurray-UM l'Amisville?
racy's local paper.
The Courier's editorial writers • It should be interesting.' —

CAL'S TI OUGI ITS

they are Christians are getting abortions at a rate as high, or higher, as
those who profess a different faith
or no faith at all. Too many preachers tolerate "sin in the- camp" because they are more interested in
building big congregations and
church construction projects and
their next pastoral assignment than
they are in preaching the uncompromising and uncomfortable message contained in the Gospel.
How can a spiritually dysfunctional church hope to speak truth to
an even more dysfunctional culture
when it has lost its moral compass
and compromised its message by
allowing internal rot?
For most of this century, the
Christian church has been in selfimposed exile. It taught that politics
and the kingdom of this world were
headed ins direction opposite to the
Kingdom of God. Then it reemerged on the scene in the 1980s,
appealing to a standard of righteousness dot was no longer held by
large numbers of people.To many it
seemed that th,church was asking
government to do its work foils,
imposing piety from the top when

the church had failed to shore up
virtue from beneath.
If the church wants to be a full
player again on the national political
scene, in addition to getting its own
house in Order, it must re-enter the
arena and participate on an equal
footing in presenting its beliefs and
values. It must stop bashing the
media, the government and individuals. It must put its ideas up against
opposing ideas and debate on the
basis of what it sees as true and what
is in the best interest of America.
For too long, traditional Christians have been comfortable in their
own cultural catacombs. They have
their own radio and television stations, their own publishing companies, their own magazines and
bookstores, their own jargon. They
need to come back into the mainstream and win back the culture and
the nation by the superior power of
their ideas. They ought to be debating at Harvard - even teaching at
Harvard.They should be publishing
books with mainstream publishers.
They should be demonstrating with
their lives, as well as their voices,
why their ideas are better than those

now holding sway- in America.
They will not be able to do this
through political power alone. It is
too late for that.Trying to force their
ideas on a reluctant public from the
top down will only earn them
further revulsion and rejections,and
for the wrong reasons.
In Christian theology, there are
• two kingdoms. One is the Kingdom
ofGod,which Jesustaught is-notof
this world." The other is the kingdom of this world, which He also
taught is"passing away:"These two
kingdoms have been in eternal conflict because they begin at different
sources and lead to different
destinations.
Still, Christians have a responsibility to slow down the spoilage of
the kingdom of this world (to be
"salt," in the words of Jesus), but
they cannot do this through the arm
of the state alone. Moral power, not
political power, is the superior
force. If Christians will begin living
what they claim to believe - loving
their enemies, praying for those
who persecute them, becoming a
friend to "sinners"(even pro-choicen and hated liberals) - a new kind
of power would be unleashed on the
land. It would be a power that no
one could stop. It might produce
something called 'revival," which
would create the social conditions
Christians now say they want, but
cannot achieve by themselves.
Now thew's something we can all
pray for!
_
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format. The concert ii open to the public free of charge.
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'Alford Chapter No. 445 of the Order of the Eastern Star will have a:
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table for all future. ceremonies
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Turner and PittMan event- July 16
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.
The annual Turner and Pittman reunion will be Saturday, "July 16, framed and. on display.
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Pavilion
Courthouse
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5
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from
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ivards cererriony in the White.
County Park.-A potluck meal will be served. All family and -friends
House Rose Garden where Presiare invited to attend.
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ii.vo-year 'fellowship at Duke
Westsicle plans event Friday •
Adams: served -5S:iecretary'077
rile •iersity College of Medicine at
-"
Senior Adult Olympics at Westside Baptist Church will be Friday,
tor..
Convention
Constitutional
N.C.-__His specialty -i
Olympics.
the
follow
will
Bust
July 15, at 7 p.m. A Watermelon
Taipei 'Arad-lc:in SehOorStudent..___
ft'ff-D3 -and--4treoe.
Government; served as Opinions .
- Hauisworth is a 1990 graduate
Lighthouse plans special service ,
Editor and then as a Senior
_Uni-vcrsity - of Kentucky
W.
Justin
Adams
_
Lighthouse Christian Mission Church will have its second annual
Editor-in-Chief of the school
Medicine and-the
An.ericaTt
Friendship and. Fellowship service on Sunday, July 17, in the new
newspaper, The Blue and Gold. • Arts, -Won
.;i ihe Albert- Chandler
School -Writing Award, 12istirl
Seventh-Day Adventist Church, South 15th and Sycamore Streets,
He was -inducted into the
4.1iich is awarded io ihe
guislied S.ervice Award and JourMurray. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., followed by special music
National - Honor Society, won
(mew who ._.grada a tes
nalism swar-r1 as--graduatiri..!
and worship with Bob Grisham from the Full Gospel Tabernacle in
S1,500 award from National
fl tho class
•
senior.
Paducah bringing the morning sermon. A potluck meal will be served
in
Foundation for Advancedient
11;1m.y:oral dal his undergra
, Adams also- received Piesidenin the Fellowship Hall after, the morning services. The public is
iitewoik at Brigham Yricti,2
tial Academic FitnesN Award,
invited to attend. .
iv;sity, Provo,:tifah,:mit; a
)4,4
s2,5op-; Discover. Card Talent
,ifa:tuate of Murray High School.
Search Scholarship, S3,000 RodColdwater plans gospel meeting
lie is the -son of Dr. and Mrs:
Castiglioni Memorial SLho,ger.
l..rorne
Hainsworth. of Murray.
starting
meeting
gospela
have
will
Christ
of
Church
Coldwater
layship; - and a 517,000, W ilk ins 'Sunday, July' 17, and continuing through Wednesday, July 20. Gary
Alcoholics Anonymous and A17. ,Scholarship—from -SeWanee, the
Colley of Austin, Texas, will -be the speaker for services at 10:15 a.m.
Anon are both, active groups in
Udiversity Of the South,. where he
and 6 p.m. Sunday and at 7:30 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. The
the Murray and Calloway County
will attend _college this -fall.
public is invited to attend.
area.
Adams is the son of Alan and
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) 'Siisan_Adams, now living in the
Wranglers' show on Friday
meets every day of the week
The Kentucky
United States. He is the grandson
Thursday.
except
at
15,
July
Friday,
on
show
club
Wranglers Riding Club will have a
of Carolyn - Adams and Walter
Network
These meetings are held at the and Naomi Pigg. all of Murray.
7 p.m. at the club grounds. Included will be 28 classes. Concessions
Dean Ilainsworth
American Legion Building at
will be available.
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
WE FEATURE AND RECOMMEND
Blood River WMU plans meeting
An "open" meeting means that
The Woman's Missionary Union of Blood River Baptist Association
a person who has loved one or
Dodge
will have its quarterly meeting on Monday, July 18, at 10 a.m. at
has a possible problem with alcoDcalcr,
Briensburg Baptist Church in Marshall County. A 'Missions Action
should
they
but
attend,
hol may
for
ideas
give
to
offered
be
will
Conferences
featured.
Fair" will be
call one of the phone numbers
gm SD) ministry. Included will be Nursing Homes, Migrant Workers, Family
and they will help them make
Ministry,
Prison
Line,
Resource Center, Life House, Need
plans to attend. This is helpful to-W.A.T.C.H., BSU and Mid-Continent College. A potluck meal will be
members and newcomers alike. A
served. Opal Gilmer of Murray, Associational WMU director, urges
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
all interested 'persons to attend.
. •
gniY _
The meeting schedule is as
Antioch Church plans gospel meeting follows:
Monday -'8 p.m. - closed and
Antioch Church of Christ will have its annual gospel meeting startdiscussion meeting.
ing Sunday, July 17, and continuing through Friday, July 22. Mike
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
in Motor Sports
Kiscr will be the speaker for the services at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
The Most Powerful Lad
meeting. •
The church is located off County Line Road near Browns Grove.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open
Come See Her 9,0004- Horsopolver :, ,,iilied Pulling Tractor on Display
discussion.
Disability Group will meet
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
Men's and Women's Disability Support Group will meet Saturday,
newcomers.
July 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. at St. Matthews Lutheran Church, Paducah.
Saturday -S p.m. - open meetWal-Mart in Murray
For more information call Amy or Pat at 753-7676.
ing and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic probMt. Zion Cemetery event Saturday
lems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Mt. Zion Cemetery will have its annual meeting on Saturday, July
meetings.
closed
Backusat
Road
16, at 8 a.m. The cemetery is located on Will Doores
For more information about
burg. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136
upkeep of the cemetery to Newell Doores, Rt. 1, Box 58, Kirksey, Ky.
or 435-4314.
42054.
By HELEN I. BOUGHTON
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Murray Country Club will have a special dinner on Friday, July IS,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Pork tenderloin will be entree. Steve
Brown of Paducah will be special guest and speaker. The cost will be
S25 per person and reservations should be made by calling the club
house at 753-6113 or Mike Nolan at the Pro Shop at 753-9430.
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9
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Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, located at Sycamore and
South 15th Streets. Murray. will have Sabbath Day services on Saturday, July 16. Worship will be at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at 10:30
a.m. The public is invited to attend.

HENRY CO. FAIR.GRQUNI)S -- PARIS, TN

angle Hodges $ _Darren Moore

5500 lb. & 9500 lb. Super Stock Tractors
7200 lb. Modified Tractors - 4.1 Trucks
two Wheel Drive Trucks ...Pro Stock Tractors
SPONSORED BY:
Popper's Chryster•Dodge-Jeep-Eagtoilenry Farmers CO-Op
Reploglo Entsrprises,parker Custom Spraying & Cargill Softie
Radford Concrete/Perry Farm Supply,Michael Oil Co. S Mobil
Smith Tire & Repair/Hutson Ag. Service

Catherine Schwier &
Stewart Mincer
Debbie Farrell & Chad Kalman

Casa cid Sot

ADMISSI61%41:

1100 Chestnut St.
733-1133

Ages 6-12 - $3.00 ' Age 5 Years & Under - FREE
Proceeds Benefit the Cottage Grove Whitlock Volunteer Fire Dept

753-1462

•

_

•••• AO .
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u
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HOLLAND DRUGS
•

.
2nd ANN UAL
VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
CHAMPIONSHIP TRUCK & TRACTOR PULL
3-j • 7 P.M.
(
19
SATURDAY, JULY

Lisa Fennell & Mark Alan Vinson

Jennifer Sellars.& Jason Sammons

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
Computerized Records
'
'Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
'BC-BS 'Paid State Aid .
Health & Beauty Item*
'
1011 B. 4th Bt.

r
iiV
P

We are pleased to announce that the following
couples have registered
with us through our
bridal registry.

Adventist services on Saturday

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

I%
"EL
J.

Adults - $7.00
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Thursday, July 14
Calloway County Fiscal CourV1:30
p m./office of Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams. _
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p m /board office.
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m/Carter Administration Building.
Calloway County Middle School
open forum concerning new principal/
630 p.m./school.
Blood River Baptist Association Mission Board/6:30 p miGrace Baptist
-Church.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway County

Public Library. _
Heelth Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Weaks Community
Center/12:30-3 p.m.

-1 -.
Friday, July II
Country Dance/7.30 p.m./Hardin
-Community Center.
Bingo Play/7 p.m./at Wishing WeN,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixih and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Line dancing/8 p.m /Murray Moose

Friday.- July is
Murray Sesquicentennial Store on
courasquare open in morning.
Young Peoples Assembly/7
p.m./Church of the Living God.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m -4 p.m
Cowboy Cabarets/8 p.m./Kenlake
Stale Park Amphitheatre.
Stroke Support Group/2 p m./prIvate
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Info/Ann Ingle 11 N or

Thursday. July 14
St. John Episcopal Church

events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents Day OuV9 a.m.; Summer
Bible College for Youth/6:30 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard. 759-9994.

speechm

Hopkins
Dixie
pathologist/762-1100

Narcotics Anonymous meet/7:30

Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Uncle Joe's Discount
Store, Dover, Tenn./9-11 rm.
Korean Bible Study Group/i
.
p m./First Rresbylerian Church.

p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0781.
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m/for

419,

Kentucky Museum
n/8:30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and 1 30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Inf0/762-3383..
ether West

(SOS)/5:30 p.m/Chamber of
Commerce/14,g! to El Chico's

senior citizens' activities. •• Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Restauarit._PaduCifi: Info/Jeanne.
• 733-0224 or Uncle. 437-4414.
-Yirung_Peopleb- Assembly/7
- p miChurch of the Living God.
'Second area youth -Iellowsfflp/
UirC

tit. John Episcopal Church events
•
include Evening Prayer/5:15 -p.m,
First Baptist Church events include__
Pirents' Night G0620-9:30-o.rkHazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.M./for

p rriJMasonic Hall.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.7.30 p m /Farm Bureau Building,

Close/10 am.. Endangered Species/1
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
p.m., Easgles Up Close/2 p.m., Red
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/7 p.m./National Guard- Armory, Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.roJWoodlands
,Nature Center. Info/1-502-924-5602.
sponsored by Mruray Shrine

Singles Organizational Society

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royll'Aict.
Masons and Murray Chapter No. SORoyal and Select Masters/7:30 senior citizens' activities.

St. Leo's Catholic hdrch events'''. Paris InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580.
include Peens& Jat1ce Committee/4 AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
-Con
•
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray 19wanis Club/6 p.M./Sirlekt
•
Stockade.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
••

-"Hydro...CleanPleSSUre Washing '...--Steant Cloning
Rosiclandal • Commorcial
Farm • industrial

Exterior Cleaning Services
Aluminum • Vinyl • ilesonary
Wood • Stall

- Kevin Alexander
(502) 395-5524

ST=
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ZETA DEPARTMENT of Murray Woman's Club installed new officers for
the 1994-95 club year at its last meeting at the club house. Peggy Billington, past president of Murray Woman's Club, Installed the officers
who are, top photo, from left, Edwina Garrison, secretary, Mary Wells,
chairman, Billington, and Barbara Aiken, vice chairman. Not pictured is
Marjorie Shroat Dunn, treasurer. In bottom picture are hostesses, from
left, Ella Mai Ouertermous, Leila Erwin, Rebecca lrvan and Ruth
Caldwell.

Writhed' West Konfuckli'Muiiiiikiii

open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting. Museum/open-9"
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/7g2-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1,

2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond.Visitor CenMeal Preparation/10 a.m.-noon,
Riving.Doards/11 am., What's for Dinner?/12:30- p.m./Homeplape-1850;
Deer tip Close/10 am.. Eyes of the
Ni9ht/1 pm., Eagles lip Clos0/2 p.m..

#.**•'..;•
It
4

Wolves/C-o-yotes1-3
Red
p.m/Woodlands Nature Center.

En=

Land Botteasit thalAites events
include Planetarium Show/i1 a.m., 1,
2nd-3 p,m./Golden Pond Visitor-Center; Tobacco Patch Work/10
am./Homeplace-1850; Deer - Up
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THIS WEEIC'S SPELIALS

TituRspow (All Day).
Our Homemade Spaghetti witirilearty Meat
$1.75
Sauce Served with French Bread
-

-

Ulm (10:30 to 4:30)
Golden Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
and Hush Puppies .

$2.89

OUR FAMOUS PRIME RIB IS SERVED •

rday at University• Chitral
"Wa.Are Family" will be theme for Superof Christ on Saturday, July-16_„Eun-filled activities are planned for pre, school children from 9 a.m. to noon and for children In grades 1-6 froni-9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch will be served. Classes and activities Will
focus around famillei of the Bible and today's families and their values.
There will be plans, storytelling, role-playing, arts and crafts, games
and puppet skits. This special day is planned to encourage children to
_play a part In (wiping build _stronger families. Pictured, from left, are
Jim Pounders, minister, Dorothy Grogan, "Mr. Bible" pupPei, Julie Gbirgus and Carolyn- Colson, department- heads, planning the Saturdayevents. The public is invited to attend.
A two-week Cheerleading Camp was held recently at Jane Marie's
Dance Studio with Elle Arant and KM Bazzell as instructors. Individual
awards were presented for best cheer, jimp, sideline, spirit, attitude and
overall. All participants received ribbons and certificates. Pictured, from,
left, are, front row, Sarah Hines, Jessica Hill, DeAndra Heskett, Amanda
Melton, Ashley Collins, Lauren Hines, Kristen Miller, and Callie Dowdy,
back row, Elle Arant. Not pictured Is Angela Rowlett.

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

SATURDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Spo:Tty's Own "Kentucky Hot Brown"
MONDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Grilled Cheddar Cheese W/C4e Slaw

Thompson named

$3.95
$2.95

•-*/••••-••
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SUNNYVALE, Calif. — Dr.
of
formerly
James T. Thompson,
Murray, has been appointed president• of Cogswell Polytechnic.al
College, Sunnyvale, Calif. Dr. Thompson is former Dean
of the School of Agriculture and
Allied Health Technology at the
State University of New YorkCollege_ of Technology at Alfred,
N.Y. "I look forward to leading
THETA DEPARTMENT of Murray Woman's Club closed the 1993-94 club
year with a breakfast at the Holiday Inn with Eva Hale and Martha Guier dynamic Cogswell College into
as hostesses. Oneida Boyd read a poem, "Don't Quit," and Thelma War- the new century, as well as
•
-ford provided the tale-floral arrangement. Mary Ann Russell, financial— becomingchatffnaff, gave her report. The club voted to give 120010 Murray-- -the-Sunnyvale-and-SiliconCalloway County Park project and $100 to the Family Resource Center communities," said Dr.
•
of Calloway County Schools. Members took names to call on for spon- Thompson.
At the College of Technology
sorship Of Calloway County- Fair Queen Project. New officers for
1994-95 are Jo Burkeen, chairman, Anna Mae Thurman, vice chairman, the new president was responsiWilma Beatty, secretary, and Ann Page, treasurer. Pictured from left, ble for 24 academic programs,
Dr. James T. Thompson
are Boyd, Guier, Thurman, Burkeen, and Maxine Scott, retiring vice--1-600-4eadentand-62--faeulty-and
chairman. The department will meet Monday, Sept. 19, at 7 p.m. at the staff. Prior to his employment at School Of Agriculture at West
club house with Kell! Burkeen of WPSD-TV 6 as speaker and Anna Mae the State University of New Texas A&M in Canyon, Texas;
York, he served as Dean of the Chair of the Department of AgriThurman, Peggy Myers and Wilma Beatty as hostesses.
•

•••
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TUESDAY(AU Day)
Our Famous Racer Burger with Fries

$1.99

WEDNESDAY (10:36 to 4:30)
Our New Thrkey Club iv/Nacho Chips

$3.45

15th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

ka SIVIS 3 WOW El3=Y • Biz Buns 3 Warmis Kw=
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culture at Murray State University; and Professor of Animal Sci-

Summer
SIDEWALK SALE
SAVE UP TO

75% OFF
SPRING & SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

Your GE & Jenn Air dealer
1
is now your authorized "tvettill
maw
Hotpoint dealer, also!
I

20.6 Cu. Ft, Capacity Refrigerator
Factory Installed
Nice Cubes'
kemakerl
•20.6 Cu. ft capacitj
• Adjustable glass shelve,,
•Snack pan
•Door shelves hold
gallon containers
• 2 vegetable/fruit parts

HANDBAGS SPECIALLY PRICED
•Sedeci,on may vary, by store

..•
•

74€ Peliczet Peu? At 74e Petject Puce

.

Chestnut Hills - Murray
753-6242

Ky. Oaks Mall - Paducah
443-1331
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HOTPOINT

This new rounded-shape ice,
designed for better fit into a
glass, reduces "damming" or ice
clogging as you drink a beverage.

Murray Appliance 6 T.V.
"Your General Electric, deur; .4ir & Hotpoint th,,ilor •
212 f

•

-

__ __
P.'
'•I 1••
r• 4

W' •...o
1alit„,
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699

Introducing
a new generation
of ice.

.e

.; :,. . -._,_,

1.4

Just

Clearance mercharebse Ion exchange only

sHoe
sensarion

J

We didn't
reinvent
the wheel,
just the
ice cube!

ence at Illinois State University,
Normal, Ill.
Dr. Thompson received his
undergraduate degree from Murray State University. A Master's
and Doctorate degrees were
received from the University of
Kentucky, Lexington. He has
been active in development of
college-industry partnerships,
grantsmanships, and community
service in his previous positions.
The new president and his
wife, Patricia, are currently house
hunting in the South San Francisco Bay Area. They have two
adult daughters, Lora Drose of
Colorado Springs, Colo., and
Heather Thompson of Albany,
N.Y.
Dr. Thompson is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson
of Rt. 2, Hazel. Mrs. Thompson
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce King of Rt. 8, Murray.
Cogswell Polytechnics' College at Sunnyvale was-established
in 1887 and offers undergraduate
degrees in electrical and software
engineering; computer, electronics, mechanical and music engineering technology; degrees in
fire administration and fire prevention technology; and an arts
degree in computer and video
imaging. The college recently
moved to its fifth campus in its
107-year history.
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LIBRARY NEWS

Kirksey plans reunion

By - BEN GRAVES
House and seems to be written in
Public
Library Director
the same style as Janette Oke's
North and Southwest
Plans have been completed for
I give up. I've spent a good 30 hooks. Is it as good as Oke's
Elementary Centers.
the Kirksey High School reunion,
.
minutes trying to write an intro- books? Will it have the sae
James, a, 1944 graduate of
according to Joe Pat James, one
ductory paragraph to this book. I staying power? I don't know. I m
Kirksey High School, said a
of the organizers of the event.
haven't got one yet so here's the not that good a judge of books.
that
class
breakfast
for
those
in
The reunion will be- Saturday,
But it reads well and looks like it
book by itself:
will be held Saturday, Sept. 3, at
Sept. 3, at Curris Center, Murray
might really have some promise.
Divorce
and
Money:
9
a.m.
at'
Holiday
Inn,
Murray.
How
to
State University. Conversation
Make‘ the Best Financial Deci- Come in and try it yourself sod
and visitation will start at 6 p.m. He said there were only 11 in the
sions. During Divorce_ It's by
and dinner will be served at 6:30 'graduating class, but emphasized
-Attorney Violet Woodhouse and
p.m. Persons attending are that anyone who ever attended
If the last of the wild west is
Victoria rehopt-coilins and -is
encouraged to bring memorabilia that' class is invited to this 50th
published by Witt) Press. Getting more your style,•try 'Last Go
anniversary celebration.
and pictures.
divorced is hard enough on a per- Round by Ken Kesey. This is the
Reservations for this event
Reservations should be made
son without being skinned finan- story oforiginal Pendleton Round
should be made by contacting
by Satuniay,Aug. 20, by mailing
cially at the same time. Divorce 'Up in 1911. The last of the old
James at Box ,388, Murray, Ky.
a check for 511- per person to
and Money is a first-rate guide to time cowboys showed up for this
breakfast
The
Dutch
treat
42071.
Calloway County Public Library volunteers, Roy Davis, left, and Ginnie
Dwane Jones, 300 South Fifth
making good business decisions rodeo and it was .a real. riptime of the
for
at
the
by
local
can
be
paid
of
the
work
Segment"
"Quilting
Thomason
are
rearranging
the
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SUMMER REPORT:

Lomas leads early;
U.S. hanging tough

Racers bulk up
by adding trio
of I-A transfers

•usi

•AA

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
_When.ke hasn't he.en football ramping_
gokfing or coaching on the local T-ball
circuit, Houston Nutt has been busier than
Al Davis on steroids.
The second-year -Murray State coach
'made bulking up-the Racer football roster
,his top priority during.the. tasurecruging
- class, and it's carried over kr the Miringand summer.
r."When we get off the bus this year,
we're going to twit like a Division I
. team," Nutt sais4 during a break at Tuesday's football camp at Marshall County.
True, the Racers will look like a Division I team this fail. Question is, will it
look like an Ohio Valley Conference team
or 1 Southeastern -"Conference team. .
Nutt 'has added three players and over
` -/al pounds 'worth of bulk tct- his defense
_
.with the transfers of Tim Foster. and Troy
lowers from MississiriptState and Ramon
Former British Open champion Tom Watson is
Okoli from Arkansas.
with several other U.S. players after .the first
.5
-pound
tackle)
, transferred from Mississippi State:
7..
last` winter and joined the Racer's in the
.Spring. Asa'junior at Mississippi State;
-Foster started five games and ,had_a
season-best four tackles against Kentucky.
In the spring, 'Foster lined up at tackle
'next to .all-America candidate Anthony
Hutch- (defensive end) to give the Racers
a fognidable right side. •
Jowcrs is a 63 245-pound outside
' linebacker -from Giine-Sville, Ga., who
By PETER"MUELO.was redshirted as a true freshman and
AP Sports Writer
injured his-shoulder the following season.
PASADENA, Calif. (A?) — Chance after
Okoli - is the latest transfer. The Little
chance. Shot after shot. Brazil thought it
Rock native stands 6-5 and weighs 298
never would make that final move and reach
pounds as of the latest weighing. Arkananother World Cup final.
sas' coaching staff moved Okoli to the
And then the smallest man on the field
offensive line, but the junior college allrose
above-it all and headed in the goal that
America from Northeast Oklahoma Junior
gave the Brazilians a chance to finally end
College wanted to play defense.
24- years of soccer frustration.
. Okoli is currently in summer school at
A header by Romario in the 81st m' inute
Murray State and has been a- strong pregave Brazil a 1-0 victory over Sweden and a
sence in the weight room. He must pass
berth in Sunday's championship against
six hours to meet eligibility requirements.
Italy:
Offensive Moves
"I haven't made many
• of those," the
While the Racer defense looks to be
. 5-foot-6 striker Said. "I can probably count
stronger, the offense has taken several
. them all on the fingers of one hand."
hit"
Romario was the biggest man on the field
"Quarterback and wide receiver are the
all afternoon. But for 79 minutes, it was for
two main areas of concern," said Nutt. "I
the goals he missed, including a gimme in
really don't worry about the other areas."
the 25th minute.
Rodney Hogan, a talented transfer from
• -Branco fed Romario all alone at the top of
Independence (Kan.) Junior College by
the penalty box. He dribbled past Swedish
way of Kansas University, will probably
goalie
Tomas Ravelli and gave a careless tap
not make it to Murray State. toward the open net — the equivalent in soc• See Page 9
cer of a home-run trot. But Swedish fullback
Patrik Andersson Aoorned up. to knock. it

--. AP Fa• Phet°
in the runnhvg along
round.

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TURNBERRY,Scotland(AP)— Jonathon
Lcimas, an obscure English rookie on the
European PGA tour, shot a 4'-under7par 66
today and took the early first-round lead in
the 123rd British Open golf championship.
Lomas, 26, playing in his first British
.Open, had to overcome his own quivering
-nerves to get around tlic windswept lumberry links without a. bogey.
was a struggle at the end. I was getting'very nervous,". said Lomas, a career
struggler who has yet to, win.
_
With more-- than half the 150-man field
-still on the ootirse in deteriorating weather,
Lomas held a one-shot lead over Andrew
Magee, who led a surprisingly strong Amen cat presence.
Magee, a casual, easy-going .
man who
used a 17th hole eagle as the springboard to
a 67, refused to be caught up in any nationalistic partisanship, however.
not representing the United States.
This isn't aay.der
just'representing
thyself, trying to have a good time and play
as--1-can,=-46$44iek-

mario!

Brazil moves on to Cup finals
away.
"I'm still trying to' figure but where that
guy came from," he said after the game.
But the game wasn't as close as the score
might indicate. Brazil was simply.
overwhelming.
"Technically, tactically' and 'physically,
we controlled the whole game," Brazilian
coach Carlos Alberto Parreira said. "We
took the initiative from the beginning, and
1-0 doesn't -translate Brazil's supremacy.
The only difficulty was putting the ball in
the goal." . '
At first, that seemed to be •a mere detail-.
Brazil imposed its game plan -on the
Swedes with an impeccable defense — a
word not traditionally associated with Brazilian soccer.
• They shut down the Swedish air game
before it got aloft, and there always seemed
to be swarms of Brazilian blue shirts around
every white Swedish jersey.
"We annulled their air game, and that is
the only way they know how to play," Brazilian goalkeeper Taffarel said.

Until this morning, no Americans were
listed among the top 10 favorites by Britain's legal bookies, and no American had
odds of better than 33-1.
- -That changed -overnight, however, when
aboin one-half million British pounds were
wagered on five-time Open champion Tom
Watson, reducing the odds to 16-1 just
before his early morning tee time.
Watson respondod‘ with a- 2-under-par 68
-that put him two off the-early lead and in a
tie for third with fellow 'Americans David
Edwards-and Loren Roberts, Australian Peter
Senior and- Jean Van de Velde of France.
Nick Pricc "Of Zimbabwe, a three-time
winner,on the American tour this year, was _
in a large group at 69.
Watson, in the third group off the tee,
played in partly sunny weather with light
winds for most of his round and got his
score on the board just as the weather began
to change.
A freshening wind picked up and clouds
began to roll in from the Irish Sea as he
played the final few holes. By early after-

Baggio's tears joyfulas Italy gets to finals
,By PIERO VALSECCHIG'---AP Sports Writer
- -- E
.AST RUTHER-YORD; NJ.-(AP) — Roberto Baggio's eyes
were filled _with tears.
There had been so much doubt;so much pain. And now, in his
biggest moment of.triumph yet, the joy was too much to control.
"I think it, was my beSt game," Baggio said after scoring-twice
Wednesday as Italy beat Bulgaria 2-1 in the World Cup semifinals.
"I an .overjoyed'fce the -goals and for our qualification for the
final. It's a great achievement, although the most difficult part of
the World Cup begins now."
--- A decade ago, Paolo Rossi led Italy to a World Cup
- title. Now
it's Baggio carrying the hopes and dreams of a soccer-crazed
nation.
"Paolo Rossi was my idol, and I celebrated Italy's victory in
1982 rallying in the streets with. an Italian flag," Baggisi_said, "I
hope to give Italian fans the same chance."
Rossi scored six goals in Spain.
, giving Italy its first title since
1038. Baggio has five goals this year, all in the knockout-phase
following a scoreless first round.
He scored both goals in the 2-1 win over Nigeria, the winner in
the 2-1 quarterfinal victory against Spain and both against Bulgaria.
"I have been growing confidence and determination. since I
scored against Nigeria," the 27-year-old forward said. "Before that
game I was not tranquil. I was blocked psychologically because I
was unable to show my real value. My teammates gave me decisive
help.-

$ee Page 9

Toynor's no-hitter
powers local stars
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The combination of John
David Poynor and strong
defense was too much for Mayfield to overcome.
Poynor hurled a no-hitter
Tuesday night to propel Murray
past Mayfield 6-0 in the first
round of the Colt League District Tournament at Ty Holland
Field.
Poynor, a sophomore at Murray High, struck out seven -Mayfield hitters on the way to the
Ray Stone led Murray's
eight-hit attack with two singles, and Paul Lamb added a
double for the local all-stars.
Also for Murray, Josh McKecl,
Kcrry Colson, Tim Vaughn,
Poynor and Sam Arnett all

Thursday's Games
Mayfield vs. Calvert City, 6 pm,
Murray vs. Marshall Co., 8 p.m.

s inglcd.
• In Tuesday night's second
game, Marshall County
defeated Calvert City 5-3
behind winning pitcher Lance
Carey.
Marshall was led in hitting
by Sean Gibson's double, arid
singles by Jason Reed, Brad
Chandler and Scott Warmath.
Henry Doughty and Dustin
Davis picked up hits for Calvert
City.
• Weather permitting, play
resumes tonight at Ty Holland
Field with Mayfield taking on
Calvert City in the first game at
6 p.m., followed by MurrayMarshall County at 8 -p.m.

Murray all-stars will host
'94 Bronco State Tourney

Calloway Express
collects win No. 20

A trip to Michigan for the district tournament, and possibly a
berth in the Bronco World Series will be on the line when the
1994 Bronco State Tournament gets underway tonight at the new
city park.
Three all-star teams from Murray will be competing in the
eight-team tournament: Murray Blue, Murray Gold and Murray
Shriners.
Play will begin for the 11- and 12-year-olds at 6 p.m. tonight
with the second game following at approximately 8 p.m. The
same format will be followed on Friday night with seven games
set for Saturday.

Staff Report
CONNIE MACK
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County
Williams led Calloway by
Express battled back from a 3-1
going 3 for 4 with two RBIs,
deficit with nine runs in the
while Wesley Cogdel, Owens
sixth inning to claim a 13-3 win
and Jeff Payne added two hits
over Mayfield at the Mayfield - apiece.
City Park Wednesday night.
Tommie Staley was the winCalloway took a 1-0 lead in
ning pitcher as Calloway
the first inning when Travis
improved to 20-12 on the
Anderson scored, but Mayfield
season.
went up 3-1 in the third on
The Express gained a , split
three hits.
over the weekend at- Murray
After cutting the margin to
State and Herrin, Ill:
3-2 in the bottom of the third,
On Tuesday at MSU, they
Calloway got home runs from
played the Lexington Dixie AllCasey Williams and B.J. Owens
Stars, a select traveling team
in the fourth and fifth innings,
with a record of 31-8. •
respectively, to tie the game.
In the first game, Jay HernThen came the sixth, when
don pitched all seven innings,
Calloway brought nine runs
but got the loss, 5-1, despite
across, which included a threeallowing only one earned run
run homer by Jarod Fite, and
on six hits. The Express' bats
the game was called because of
•See Page 9
the 10-run rule.

1994 Pony League All-Stars
The 1994 Murray-Calloway Pony League All-Stars, which will host a tournament beginning tonight at the City Park has been announced. Members of
the team are:
Shane Andrus
Shane Fox
Seth Grogan
Marklses-Foster
Chris Jones
Mitch Ryan

Micah Cathey
Jason Gilliam
Markenny Foster
Roger Houk
David Perlow
Jake Thurmond
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FROM PAGE 8
Meanwhile, the front line specialized in,what it rarely does —
miss.
Zinho was the first to miss an
excellent chance in the 13th
minute. Romario fed Bebeto on
the left, who one-touched it to
Zinho racing in uncovered, but
his shot went wide left.
Then it was Romario who
missed his groaner.
"I'm here to make goals and
to miss them," he shrugged. "I
prefer to talk about the ones that
go•in." -'

•Express...
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105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
.....
1594888
-Good service,
good coverage,
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insurance.
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San 040;10 (Ashby 4-7) at New York (Jones 9-71,
705 pm.
6 40 pm
Toronto (Slonlerrgre 54) at Texas (Fajardo 4-5).
F)onda (Gardner 2-2) at Adams (Avery 6-2), 640
7.35 pm
pm
Bes1o0(eienvins 1L4) it Oakland (Van Poppet.
St 4.0kM (Palacio& 1-7) at Colorado pled 8-4),
5-71 6-15 p.m
8 05 pm
Balnrnors (McDonald 104) at CaNforNa rianpon
5-5L 905 pm.
Ni. York (Abbott 74) at Seattle (Fleming 6-10),
905 p.m
.

.

Now
-crazed

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

'Larry Iirouse Insurance

CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — The Metro and Great Midwest•conlerenceS could merge into a 16-team,-all-sport conference by next
week, according to former NCAA executive director Dick Schultz..
Merger talks have been spurred by a television contract that
Schultz, now a Metro consultant, negotiated with Liberty Sports.
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Barneu and running back Steve
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are still waiting on their
Cheirs
A Charlie Ward-type quarterfrom the ACT...Racer
scores
final
with
sign
to
set
HUEYTOWN, Ala.(AP) — A year after his death, Davey Alliwas
back, Hogan
Rockets coach arrested for drunk driving Racers when his mother in Orlan- assistant coach Fred fonts reports son's grave is decorated with poems, toy cars, photographs and
that his brother, Pookie, is leadcoins wrapped in stacks of 28, in memory of the NASCAR driver's
do, Fla. took ill and asked him to
WEST UNIVERSITY PLACE, Texas (AP) — Houston Rockets
minor league
short-season
his
ing
-at
he
If
plays
home.
to
number.
close
stay
the.
spending
bond
after
5500
coach Rudy Tomjarvavick.was free on
Allison, one of the most beloved drivers on the NASCAR Winall; it would probably be for ' team in hitting with a .340 avernight in jail on a drunken *lying charge.
in the
selected
was
Jones
age.
Florida.
Central
member
Cup circuit for his down-to-earth, easy-going manner, hasn't
ston
t-AA
officer
an
Tomjanovich, 45, was arrested just after 3 a.m. after
14-th round by the Colorado
from
help
get
forgotten.
been
could
Nutt
and
twice
crossspeeding
for
driving
was
Jeep
he
red
the
stoppest
An Indiana woman drove 550 miles to visit his grave. A Tennesanother Orlando native, however.
Rockies in the May baseball
ing a yellow line, West University Police Chief Steve Griffith said.
see couple added a day to their vacation for the same purpose.
Herman Taylor, a 6-0,
draft. Jones is playing in Bend,
from
quarterback
Grieving fans have left so many mementos at the burial site that
Mustaf's cousin pleads innocent to murder 190-poundMississippi Junior Col- Ore.
cemetery workers have to remove them periodically, box them and
Northeast
PHOENIX (AP) — LeVonnie Wooten, a cousin of Phoenix Suns
SUI11Mtif basketball
give them to 'his widow, 'Liz.
lege signed with the Racers in the
forward Jerrod Mustaf, pleaded innocent to first-degree murder in
Calloway County's - boys' var"1 just wanted to pay my respects," said Angie Farris, 22, of
spring. The athletic Taylor could
sity basketball team didn:t let last
the deatl - of a woman who lab tests show was carrying Mustaf's
Clay City, Ind., who also made the long drive to Alabama last year
be a boost to the quarterback posbaby.
winter's Fourth District Tournafor Allison's Timeral.
ition, but must pass one 'junior
Wooten, 27, was indicted April 14 by a Maricopa County grand
ment loss to Murray High carry
Allison died July 13, 1993, one day after his helicopter crashed
college class to gain eligibility.
over to the summer. Playing in
jury on Charges of first-degree burglary and tampering with a wit-,
while he tried to land on the infield at Talladega Superspee,dway. A
Muizray State's woes - at wide
both the Converse Summer
ness in-addition to the-murder charge in the death of Althea Hayes.
preliminary investigation has focused on pilot inexperience, thoigh
receiver are well-documented...in
the
2E, of Glendale.
UTin
and
League
Paducah
unfortuno probable cause has been listed.
police
blotter.
the local
•
Team
Martin
Camp,
Calloway
Korman
SophomoreBobby and Teresa Bobo of Columbia,- Tenn., visited Allison F
nately.
college
Bucks' draft= pick returning to•
grave and toured sites in his hometown on the outskirts of BirmingMason wai let go after gaining - won 22- of 26 -games.
"It was a pretty gutsy perforMIN&EAPOLIS (AP) — Voshon Lenard, selected 46th .,overiall • readmittance to the team arta"
ham after vacationing on the Alabama coast,
mance by our guys," Laker head
"It's kinda like he was one of the family. It's still so sad," Mrs.
in the NBA draft by the Milwaukee Bucks, confirmed he's rettirn-1
only one week, and senior ShelBobo said. "He was just so country and down to earth."
ing to the University of Minnesota for his senior year.
don "Shorty"- Smith failed' coach Roil Greene said of the
Lakers, who played in the hot,
Though no public memorial service was planned Wednesday;
acadmically.
"we
gyms.
un-air
conditioned
Racthe
losses
Baseball legend Reese dead at 92
were asked to remember Allison's death by turning on their/.
fans
those
offset
— To
'
.
were
I'd
22-4
in
take
June
and
175-pound
Ind displaying ribbons in his memory. Family members'
5-10,
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•
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with
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•Ree..se,
Jimmie
141:1,
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attending
Kwabene
were
speedster
Babe Ruth with the New York Yankees in. the 1930s and was
In
the
Calloway
Converse,
College
Junior
Santiago
Ranch
in
of
hospital
a
involved in professional baseball for 78 years, died-.at
went 9-1 in the, round-robin to_
•
in California.
Santa Ana. f'post the best record, but had to
I
and
forty
4.4
a
runs
"He
a
as
Reese
'' The California Angels, who employed the 92-tear7old
leave for Martin before the tourus,"
help
to
-Ole
be
he'll
think
death.
of
cause
a
announce
not
did
conditioning coach since 1972,
* Mtgray's Premiere *
nament. At Martin, Calloway finNutt bid.
etfirst
ished
"among 30-35 teams,
,* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
Minn named interim coach at Ole Miss
winning four"-games on the -final
Injures, tests, and baseball
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
Murray State lost signee Ryan day.
OXFORD, Miss. (AP) — Defensive cooglinator Joe* Lee Dunn
* Financing Available *
• Murray'High didn't particiTrachsel of Danville for the 1994
-was chosen as interim head coach afMiSiissippi,-filling the vacan-Miarrayts Friendly Home Stereo besder"
season when the all-state line- pate in any camps or leagues, but
cy created with the firing of Billy Brewer.
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver.• Uniden • Toshiba
backer tore. ligaments in his.knee Cary Miller says his Tigers are
,Brewer's ouster, announced Tuesday by school chancellor Gerald
---/.7.2.aw0c42. a. a ••••
.
wistwa
g: • _
the-pro
into
during practice for the Kentucky- 'playing 'pteritty -"id—basketball at
Tener in the wake of a Second NCAA investigation
•.....•."
_
2
••-11. ••—•••
Tennessee All-Star Game...Fulton Murray State and the high school.
ram in the past decade, came one day after athletic director Warner
New
- A U-D-10/VIDEO
"We have so Many kids- that
County's appearance in the fall
- Alford announced his retirerhent. Dunn was the head coach at
limitcd -to wide reeoFter
texice front---198447—
Jerome. Warren. Linebacker Map-- break in the summer;" Miller
Simms joins ESPN as studio analyst
cel Elam, defensive end Kirk said,
Phil
quarterback'
Giants
York
New
Former
NEW YORK (AP) —7Simms joined ESPN as a studio analyst.
The 38=year-old Simms, released by the Giants in June, will
appear QR "NFL Prime Monday" and also will play an undeterSponsored By:
mined role in the network's Sunday studio coverage.

Metro,.Greitt_Midwest--,copid merge ..

S eyes

Seven minutes later, he blew
another one. '
Beheto streaked up the left side
on a counterattack and fed
Romario in the middle, a play
they had been rehearsing all week
in training camp. But Romario
stepped on -the ball, stumbled and
managed only a weak shot that
Ravelli knocked away.
Brazil outshot Sweden 15-1 in
the first half and 26-3 for the
game. It's questionable Brazil
can produce such numbers
against Italy..The winner of that
_game will be soccer's first fourtime world champion.
"This," said Brazilian midfielder Mazinho, "is a battle pf big
clogs."

MAJOR LEAGUES

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach, Agent, Bob Cornelison

•City gr County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner •Auto
'Life 'Blue Cross 'Retirement
'Business 'Long Term Care

753-4703
•

310 South 4th St.
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Murray, Ky.

14NAPAI, NAPA AUTO PARTSago
Complete with travel trailer, sales
tax amtready to;o-o-o-o-o-o-o!

FROM PAGE 8
were shut down by Lexington
as Jason Fite and B.J. Owens
had the only extra base hits.
The Express played a little
bit better in the second game,
winning 5-3. Joe Alderdice
went the distance on the mound,
allowing just one earned run on
four hits. Eleana Williams was
3 for 4 while Wesley Cogdell
and Todd Clevidence both had
two hits each. Travis Anderson
had the game-winning RBI.

Scat
-karat aping sith Nap-ilircup coenat design
-Spam BOW corpsman.
-Povredul 639:c Ityid-ccolad angina

ter Kar ANEW

ONLY139.9
IT'S A

"
• Spso Cruise'
-Exclaim notrabla among calm
-Han* norm par
-Front waisriga wrap company(

MAC Kawasaki

JET SKI

Register at your nearest NAPA Store.
No purchase required One entry per
mailing address Drawing to be held
August 15, 1994

AS OVERNIGHT AVAILABILITY ON OVER 143,000 PARTS

AND ACCESSORIES!
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Advertising
Department
Open
8 am.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
. Saturday

The
Book Rack...
Is Expanding!
Look for some
upcoming changes.
Dixieland Center • Murray
753-4821

$129

577HL

A real Sehl.
With all the strength. durability -and long life you
NaNag Nob As *tad As A SAL
expect from a Stihl-built trimmer...but at an all-time
See the full line
.
low price.
of Stihl trimmers
of
features
the
of
many
has
TRIM
'N
CUT
The new FS-36
and brush cutadvances
engineenng
new
ters at your Stihl
Stihlt more expenshe trimmers, and contains
dealer.
for easy use and maintenance.
• Lifetime Warranty on electronic ignition.
• New dual-line cutting head with automatic 'bump' line advance.
• The rugged 30.2 cc engine runs cooler and features a flow-through pnmer
for easy starts.
• The FS-36 comes with a free pair of protective goggles
Now you clin have world-famous Stthl quality bundled up in a tnnuner
that cuts down the toughest weeds and puts a trim on your lawn
that would make a barber jealous.
All this in a hghtweight. easy
to-handle ST1HL trimmer at an
unbelievably low price!

s13995

14:1‘110
iltr•

ON TT

TREATMENT
ENGINE
(1 qt.) 1•7101101710
111 CO
404
Laos MM.. Allier
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NAPA EYE KRAFT

59-PC. BONUS
TOOL SET

The Bncksatd 100 inaugural artpnnt us approumatch 23s36",pnnted on a qualits paper stock in
fu I I color pnnt mg and features the official B nc k
s199 soot
ant 400 metallic gold ink
_sappitts Iasi
Ant

.is Sir am
3SPc V.8
21144 Sr P.m OM Oull UMW.
•110.11170
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YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR 01 PRIORITY!

Murray Home I Auto
AleTafile
Murray

Chestnut St.

Murray Auto Parts
1300 N. 12th St.
753-2571
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Huck Hano of Odenvilk. AL.
rodeo clown and bull fighter will be
in Murray for both performances of
World Championship Rodeo.
The Murray-Calloway County
Fair Board,is working hard to bring
the best possible entertainment, to
this the first-pro rodeo in Murray.
Huck, brings 10 years of clowning and entertaining experience to
the rodeo - he specializes in "Pantorn'ute Acts" - he will entertain
rodeo spectators with famous acts

which consist of 'Music Magic,
Inc.': 'Camera Capers and The
comedy Cowboy Cadillac'.
Whether the 'Cajun Kid' is in or
out of the barrel it is professional
entertainment at its best.
The 1994 rodeo is scheduled for
Tuesday and Wednesday. July 2627 — performance time is 8 p.m.
each evening. The championship
rodeo will be the kick-off event for
the Murray-Calloway County Fair.

Red Cross offers class
-. The Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross will be
hiiving a"Family Assistance 1" class
--op Saturday, July 23 starting at 9
a.m.
This is_an eight hour course to be
held at Lake City. Ruth Day will be
--thr iristructor. Completion of
clam will qualify a person to work
--with families following a disaster
verifying their needs and deciding
how to help them get back_ on- their

feet again.
The only prerequisite to 'this
course is "Introduction to Disasters", which we can arrange to give
to interested people before the date
of the class.If-you-are-intertsted in this class,
please call the local- Red Cross
Chapter at 753-1421 between the
hours of 9-12 and 1-4, MondayFriday.

•

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
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Motor vehicle changes
to take effect Friday

Clown to perform at rodeo
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Insurance rating upgraded

Two-day course will teach
how to cope With critical events
•

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
-?on /0 Ross 3, Danny Ross
733-0489

600 Main St.

damage resulting from extreme
Beginning July 15. the following
changes will take effect concerning cause.such as collision. fire,flood,
vandalism, etc. In short, wrecked
motor vehicles.
vehicles must be inspected in their
License foes for all vehicles will
wrecked condition by the sheriff
mit,increase SI to $2 on vehicles
prior to registration when a itsage
teredaftaJuly 15. Renewal notices
for the month of July and possibly tax reduction is to be claimed. The
August will not reflect this increase inspection fee will be S3 if the
vehicle is brought to the sheriff.
and will be incorrect since these
notices were printed in advance and The fee will be $10 if the theriff
mailed directly from the State De- must go to a different location.
House Bill 225, the so called
partment of Transportation.
House Bill 639 states that proof Branding Bill, will also go into
of motor vehicle insurance must be effect on July 15. However,this bill
shown to the county clerk upon has been passed by the legislation
efforts
their
at
Word
receive
they
as
Firefighters
Pictured are some of Hazel's
transfer and first time registration of and will be'enacted as soon as the
hi the recent classification upgrade. From left to right: Glen Barnett, Joey
motor vehicle. This means thatthe Department of Transportation has
a
Chris
Provine,
David
Moore,
Latvy
Whitey Lane Schmidt,Chief Gene0.Miler,
buyer of a vehicle must have proof completed the necessary papera
Satterwhite and H_enry Hutson.
of insurance before the vehicle can' work. This bill will _brand any
be transferred into the buyer's name. previous salvage title as a rebuilt
House Bill 13 amends KRS title for the life of the title in
138.4-0 to provide, that before a ICentiay.
House Bill 385 states that all
vehicle owner craT register a vehicle
the reduction in usage tax boats having motors are subject to
claim
and
Gene Q. Miller. City of Hazel their insurance agents to advise
provided for wrecked motor vehic- title and registration if operated on
fire Chief, Was recently notified by them of this upgrade. Since the
the condition of the vehicle public waters. This includes boats
les,
lrisiirance Services Office,ISO,that ,potential exist for a cost saVings.. 'must be physically verified by a_ with electric motors of any size.
If you require"- any'additional
Hazel's classification has betn up- contact should be made as soon its -certified'inspector' from the Sherinformation,. please contact the
graded from 7 to 6. The new possible.
iffs office.
classification will become effective
The vehicle mirk have physical -County Clerk's office.
Chief Miller and Mayor Farris
-Aug. 1.
The upgrade comes as a result of have indicated this rating was
an on site visit conducted by ISO of greatly -enhanced by the efforts of-,
Brentwood,, Tennessee. Informa- 'the Hazel Firefighters. The excel-'"
tion gathered during the June visit jent work done in preparation and
may.be used to develop'fire insur- conduct of the inspection coupled
with the cooperation from the South
Aincelcost by those companies
The course is open to any person
A two day course on 'basic
-641_Water District may soon reSult critical incident stress debriefing" interested in the subject of stress
ing Hazel property. _
It is important,according to Chief - in cintreductiori to insure(property
will be conducted on OW Mona)? 'Caused by any critical incident -or
Miller,that property owners contact owners, according to the Chief. State University campus Saturday disaster. Enrollment usually-conies
and Sunday,Aug.27-28,funded by from emergency service agency
the State Division of Disaster'and - -workers, social workers and school
colin,selors. Thetruction WM be
ices.
Emergency
A registration fee of $15 is given by Dr. Joan Laniting and Ms.
required to cover the cost of break Cameron Brown. materials, said Debra King, course
Persons trained for incidentstress
manager. King said the sessions at
the MS1J- Martha Layne Collins - debriefing work as a team to help
Center will start at8 a.m. both days. those involved in serious incidents
Persons interested can contact her in to handle the pressures of grief and
care of the Kentucky Post Trauma the shock from the disaster itself.
Response Team, 120 Mero Sued, The teams are led by professional
.staff'Torn thefield of mentalliealth.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.

* Benton * Paca'ucdh :F1c:3-1ng Furn;lauc.-,

Guaranteed: Lowest Monthly Payment

Storewicle Savings" (Nothing Held Back!)

* AMERICA'S PLACE TO SAVE *
97Ea.
Insect Killers
Ant & Roach Killer, Home Fogger,
Flying Insect, Wasp & Hornet /OW.
Non-staining, lasts up b 4 weeks.
1257737L75

Here's How It Works: Purchase Over $499 - 1 Year Free Interest

788

Purchalie Over $999 - 2 Years Free Interest

$1,499 and Above 3Years Interest Free!
Considerable factory incentives but when they're gone...they're gone!

32 Gallon
Garbage Can
Sturdy plastic can with snep-lock
cover to secure garbage. Red or
brown. 71104 12

I 11111.Aliewood

20" Box Fan
3 speed portake ran provides maximum cooling comfort Grey with
white trim. bees

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WESELL TODAY!

Variable Event
Timer
Broyhill

Illimu
(7rill(

Turns lights on and off at up to 4
slightly lifferent lithos each dey.
01117211

CAIN,

HURRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware'Man al:
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
3051 Main * Benton )(_y
451 6. 161h 6treet * Paducah.Ly
527-3481 * 1:800-599-6224
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224

UNTM 8

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5 * FZDAY
t •-••••

'.

.•,-- • •

Bent on * Fleming Fu mit tire * Paducah * BenLon * Fleming Furniture * Paducah

SUPPLY COMPANY
. Inc.
•

208 E. Main
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The delightful musical "I Do! I
Do!" will open at the Playhouse
in the Park in Murray on July 22.
"I Do! I Do!" by Tom Jules and
Harty Schmidt, is based on the
-popular play "The Fourposter" by
Jan Hartog.
This musical about marriage
traces the lift of Michael and
Agnes through 50 years togther
— the birth of their _children
quarrels, Money problems, love
and-passion. The story is told in a
warm sentimental style, sometimes tounge-in-cheek, sopelimes
brassy and bold, sometimes soft
and -touching. This prodttction is'
.an entertaining look at that.stillsurviving great institution ,of
marriage.
,

very demanding, but Bogard and
Aplin have been regular performers at th Playhouse since they
were young, so they are up to the
task, said executive-director Lana
Bell.
Because 'Michael and Agnes
are onstage virtually ,throughout
the play,..the-tostume changes for
each character'are a definite challenge. In one - musical -*number
alone, Agnes has to go from
being a young bride on her wedding night, to being a happily
married wife, to being pregnant
with her first anitthen her second

- "I have _to have two dressers
off-stage just to get into all Of my
costumes," Bogard said. 'I'll
have to'rehearse costume changes
Greg Aplin and Carol Bogard
are playing the roles of Michael. as much as I've rehearsed my
lines. It gets pretty hectic, but I
and Agnes — the only two char'.
acters in the play; Both roles are love it."

special seating consideration is
Aplin wears very formal
Aplin said. "The transformation more information.
The Playhouse is fully accessi- given to those with bearing and
clothes through much of the play
is really amazing and very chaland is thrilled to put on a tux and
lenging for an actor. I'm having a ble to those with disabilities and sign disabilities.
tails provided' by Mr. .1 and Lady
lot of fun with this roil.
"This second musical of the
J's Formal Wear in Murray.
summer will be a .real treat for
"Renting costumes -is very
everyone who thinks that marcostly, and most community theariage is still worth cherishing."
ters just don't have a very large
Bell said.
"We
said.costume budget." Bell
She recommends %at.everyone
really appreciate the way busineswho wants to see the play call
ses like Mr. J and La4y J's come
early for reservations.-The ,first
through for the-Playhouse." musical of the season was preShe said that while many
5127
White
'94 intrepid
sented 12 times, but the play-'•
businesses and professional
groups, like Han Opthamology,- _ house js only-presenting' six per3191
'94 Intrepid
Blue.
which is sponsoring the show, forniatices of "I Do! I Do!" 4 .
"I Do! I Do!" will be presented
'94 -Vision White - .2531
, donate during the annual, fund
at
.
Playhouse in..the Park onJuly
drive, many more businesses give
22:24 and 29-31. Friday and
Met Red -0133
V4 Vision
products or provide services
Saturday performances are at 8
-throughout' the, year.
p.m. Sunday performances _are it
1017
'94 intrepid ES Red
In addition to costumes, -the
2 p.m. Ticket prices are: adults,
aging process will be integral to
$7; seniors, $6; and students, $5.'
. 1110
Blatk
'94 Concorde
the play.
Call the Playhouse at (502) •
"We growRld literally right
Blue
4328
'94 Concorde
"' 759-1752 for reservations or for
eves
before the -iudier
'
- we's,
_ -- -
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Curtain raisers celebrate 150th
The students participating in
the'Childielis- TWeitre---Company
Camp at The Playhouse in .the
- Park will be writing and performing • scripts about Murray's
history. 1.
- As pan of the Murray Sesquicentennial Celebration, child=
ren will perform "Sesquicentennial Moments" as curtain raisers

ntstress
to help acidents
rief and
rr itself.
essional
1.health..

Pianist Lea Gentile will present
an evening of classic entertainment
on July 15 at & p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, on the second floor of
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center of
MSU. ROmantic and impressionistic works of Chopin and Debussy
will be performed in an interactive
format.
Ms.Gentile has lived, performed
and taughtin the United States,Italy
and Canada. She his performed at
Lincoln Center in New York City,at
the Accademia Musicale Chigiana
in Siena, Italy and at The Banff
Centre in Banff, Alberta, Canada
and has appeared as soloist with the
Winston-Salem Symphony. Recently she performed on the Dame
Myra Hess Memorial Concerts series in Chicago which was broadcast
live over WFMT(Fine Arts) radio.

before each performance of, the
•
thfisical I Do! I Do!
,- The theatre camp is being'
-taught by Erica Paley Stevens.
"Sesquicentennial Moments"
will be performed July 22-24 and
July 29-31 at 7:45 p.m. before
each performance of the musical
I Do! I Do! at Playhouse in 'the
Park.
.•

A relatively new component to Karen Balzer, director of the
the programs offered at WKGA is 'dance program, has designed
a complete dance curriculum. classes to fit the need of dancers
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Woodmen
of the World

uk wai a
shimaim•

Emerald
Red

'94 Duster V6
'94 Lasets.

1203 $11,837
0841, $13,599

813142100 TrInimis/Cuttii
.21.2 cc two cycle engine
•Weights just 12 lbs.
'Brush blade capable

GT2000 Grass Tarnow
21.2 cc two cycle engine
Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
%Tap to advance cutting head

re%

i

6..-

Our Buffet features piping hot entrees,fresh vegetables mid vanety
ofcrisp,chilled salads. And fir a limited time when you purckase
our Buffet,get a Regular Sirloin, prepared just the way you prefer,.
at this sizzling low price! Lumit..1Time0111 Orr Per.,rt Sre.sal .harine.

19

ON SALE $2

13992

ON SALE $
MN. 0201km

reg. $17999

Murray Nome 8 Auto
Agavatia.

pep. Chestnut St.
Murray

753.25"
753-4110

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
sel-Alr Center .• Murray • 753-0448
-

1 -1
'
'
A•41,

..••••

Purchase our terrific Buffet
and get a Regular Sirloin
Steak for just '1.99 more.

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plane arecompetitive alternatives to
other savings plans.Theinitial guaranteed rage for amounbover SS,000
Is:

Ask your
* Woodman reprentative
about our Pledbie and Single Preadmen Deferred Annuity plane.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
&
3i4 at Maple. Murray
lip-;'•71F" 753-110110

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUES

at all levels. Dance cerriculum
includes classes for pre-schoolers
through advanced dance
technique.
"The dance program has been
carefully planned to provide
excellent training in dance ,echnique and to stimulate creativity
and self-confidence," Balzer said.
WKGA is also the Murray base
for the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company.
Enrollments for gymnastics
and dance classes are limited and
are on first-come, first-serve
basis.
Fore further inforamtion concerning gymnastics, contact Chris
Clifford at 753-3113. For the
dance program, contact Karen
Balzer at 753-3113 or 753-0396.
Those interested can also register
in person at the West Kentucky
Gymnastics Academy located on
Ky. .94 East across from Town
and Country Yamaha.

uring?

6
con
1k1
bad is
for am yasr.

S.

LEA GENTILE
Gentile recently moved from Englewood. NJ. to Murray where she
is currently affiliated with MSU.
The concert on Friday is open to the
public free of charge.

Gymnastics academy accepting registration

Preschoolers at the West Kentucky Gymnastics Academy rehearse at
the studio.

6481
7171
8312
4201
6729

CHRYSLER•PLYUOUThbDODGE•JEEMAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 H. 'Murray

eks. -

The West Kentucky Gymnastics Academy is currently accepting enrollment registration for
their fall classes in gymnastics
and dance.
Beginning *Aug. 1. WKGA will
open its fall session with an
extensive gymnastics training
program for pre-schoolers, beginners, cheerleaders, pre-team and
team gymnastics for boys and
girls.
WKGA director Chris Clifford
said, "our highly trained staff is
able to afford excellent training
in a safe environment on USA
Gymnastics regulation equipment. The head coaches are safety certified by the U. S. Gymnastics Federation."
Clifford is also a certified skill
evaluator and meet director.

Emerald
Met Red
Whit!. - Met: fied
White

•

Cain's0

I
s

Preschdol gymnastics
among training offered

'94,Concorde
'94 Concorde
'94 New'Yorker
•:94 -LitS
'94 LHS

818,998
817,842
818,397
818,983
$19,825
819,888
819,984
$19,999
$21,70
822,589
$2110177
1326,392

Prices Good Thru 7/22/94
Plus Tax, rd.. Limns
120 Proc. Few DINIIIW Reeving
Reiman It Any.

Jason Chapman,the 10-year-old son of Al and Jane Chapman,Is pictured In
front of the newly built Opryland Kids Club Theatre where he performs at
Opryland U.S.A. The 304ninute show consists of singing, dancing, acting,
comedy and saltation and Is entertaining for the entire family. He performs
four shows a day on Sundays and Mondays at 11 am-noon, 1:30 p.m. and
230 p.m.

6

11

Magical musical about marriage opens next weekend
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 19$4

CLASSIFIED

' •

•

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
laplsay

TOAI:LZE

$5.00 Column inch
Id% Discours 2nd 0%111,
501, Discount Sal lun.
Oa 3 Ade Must LI1 Wain Orry Arad)

$ I 75 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

ANNOUNCEMENTS

010
020
025
030
040
050

Legol Notice
Notice
. ....
Personols
Cord of Thanks
r MemOry
tost & Found

190
370
390
.araigieXtteiLerAP7*1
400
A $2.00 toe will besequined to make
any Changes to ad alter doodle'', 550

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Prociice
Feed & Seed

Reader Adt
254 per word, 65.00 minimum
1st day Sc per word per day for
each additional consecuthe
day. WS extra for Shopper
% (Tues. Clootliecis go into Sheppey Gekle.) 42.00 extra for
blind box ads.

060
070
093
100
110

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Sttuotion Wonted
Business OPPortUhITY
hstruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
203 Mobile Homes for Rent
285 MOOile HOme Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
Wont To Rent
310
Arkiftents For Rent
320
330-- ROOMS For Rent
Houses for Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

470
480

ass
490
495
503
110

Master Card

REAL I'lAl1 SALES

SERVICFS

080
230
250
290
530

ADJUSTMENTS

lill
Cr
rnputen
rIIMMIIIIIBI
For Sole or Trade
130
Wont To Buy
140
ArtICIes For Sale
150
Applionces
155
Home Furnishings
160
AntiQU•S
165
TRANSPORTATION
Vacuum Cleaners
170
motorcycles
Sewing Machines
180
- Auto fervices
195 -- _.‘,.. .Heavy Equipment
Auto Ports
200 -.1. SpOrts Equipment
•.....Firewood
Used Cars
210
Musical
Vons
220
Miscellaneous
243
Used Trucks
TV & Rodo
Comptes 260
Pets & Supplies
Boats & Motors' 383
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hearing & Cooling
Services Offered

270 Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Loose
365
420
Home Loons
Peal Estate
430
4.35
Lake Property
440
.. Lots For Sole
Farms For Sole
450
"
Homes For Sole
460 ......

410
540
550
570

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Free Colusn
- Wonted

Advertisers are requested to
check the fIrst Insertion at
thee adsfor any elm. Murray
Ledger & Mese wM be or•
*portal* for only on Incorrect Insortk.n. Any error
should be reported Yarneddefy so corrections con be
made.

OFFICE HOURS•t
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• efoodaw.. we days
advarieit

1)0

010

Nsfp
Wined

Legal

- Notice

Wanted"I 11114
]

Articles
For Solo

Help
_Wanted

•

GUARANTEED WORK- KENMORE 10,000 a/c:
.- EARN $1,000weeldy'slut- IMMEDIATE opening; Full- CLEANING Franchise WE WEAR, Rental type, 6 $100. GE 12,500 ac, $125
When
YOU!
IN
INVEST
an
as
work
to
position
time
Full time.pert time stock
fing envelopes at home.
pants and shirts great con- &Kenmore 8,000 a/c, $150.
Start now, no experience. aide in outpatient physical you invest in ServiceMaster dition. Money back guaran- Carrier central a/c, 2 ton,
& carryout person.
in
hveat
you.
we
franchise,
reFree supplies,freeinforma- therapy-oliaic., Send
tee. Send $29.95'With sizes $350. 35 gallon gas- h/w
KENTUCKY National
Apply at Owea's tion. No obligation. Send sume to: Scott Winkler We're the nation's largest to: GuaranteedWorkWear, heater, $75. L,awnboy push
to: VISTA- Dept P.T., 312 S 8th St, Murray, professional cleaning com- PO Box 178, Frankford, mower, new, Shp. $175.
Food Market. -The Calloway County,Board of Education .,._ Santa Gertrudis Show &
pany offenng the best in
Saturday, July 16,
79, PO Box 60650, Sari KY 42071.
WV 24938. For COD orders Glasstop coffee & end
will receive sealed bids for Fleet insurance for - Sale, Noon Western Ken-cob plural
training, equipment and
1994
Angelo, TX 76906.
table, black w/gold, $75.
Our
SALESINSURANCE
the Calloway County School District until 1:30
support All you need is 1-800-656-5605.
tycky University Exposition
$20. Call
p.m., August 2, 1994.
EXPERIENCED body man ;ache is you and the Senior about $8,000 down plus HONDA Pressure Clean- Coffee table,
Center, Bowling Green,
436-2326.
•
cornlevel
Highest
Market
for
immediately.
the
Come
needed
DRIVERSFinancing
capital.
Calloway
Phone:
working
Kentucky.ers 2200 PSI $698, 3000
Specifications will be on file iri the
pany. Contract to the right. available. For free informa- .PSI $998. Hose gun, injec- NEW metal siding & roofMoney,Say for the stability. 4374751 or 527-7894.
502/565-2132.
Board'of. Education office building,
,d,ourity
-care..
term
Long
person.
Amenca's
of
one
Hunt,
J.B.
tion, call: 1-801P-230-2360. tor, loaded, lifetime frame. ing. Cover 36" cut to length
. 2110 College Farm Road. Murray. Kentucky
:
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora. Largest and Most Success- FIELD Analyate Needed. Medicare supplements,
COD/Credit Cards. Factory in 10 colors, galvanized
and interested bidders may obtain-the necesOpen 5pm. Closed ful Transportation Compa- A marketing Analysis is cur- dental, vision, hearing, final HAIR salEin for sale. Estaband galvalume.-Secondary
-•
Mori.-Tues. Pizza, salads, niee,offer its.drivers starl- rently underway for West- expense and more. Call lished business 22yrs, ex- Direct •24hrs. Catalog.
sary forms there.
if available. Portable car1 -800-333-WASH(9274).•
cellent location. You may
hot sandwiches, gyros & ing missies in• excess of ern KY. We have openings 1-800-308-8024. Now!
kits. 489-2722 or
'port
experiNo
Analysts.
12
for
Dirse-in
_or"
sticks.
bread
call between 6prn-fipm, IBM computer, priiiisit-&
-itet us help
$2,000 monthl
entergetic
INTELLIGEN-T
complete
necessaryence
carry - aut. 474-8119 or• you with your training. Inex759-2549..
monitor, 6.5 & 3.5 disk
-Murray State Uniavailable. For ap- person for a 10 week temJ-800-649-3804.
drives, $1,000 obo. -Log WOLFF TANNING BEDS'.
perience persons call: training
sell,
Must
VEt4DINOTOUle:
eihployment.
porary
versity is accepting
pointment please callsplitter, $950,4 months old. °vac 100 commercial 890
very strong cash
WHO'S calling you? Caller 1-800-845-219-7. Exper- 1-890-859-9768.
901-642-7368.
sealed bids-for the
home units in stock: 100%
Call 382-2543.
Drivers call
ienced
of..Siou.nct.
Wirirld
ID.
1-80820-4353.
sale ordurphis dor:
financing. Pnces starting at
...._ 1-800-368-8538. EOE. FRIENDLY HOME PAR- LICENSED LIFE &
"
753-6865.
NURSING HOME
*ton, -clesks, In- $895. 1-8007848-7358
AGENT
Subject to Drug Screen.
TIES now has openings for HEALTH
quiries mai be
INSURANCE
demonstrates. No cash in- NEEDED-Quality products,
Elvis
to
made
DRIVERS/ vestment. Part time hours high commissions with adAvailable Thro Age$A
List
instruction
INEXPERIENCED Free with full pay, Two catalogs, vance before issue, lead
Green, 502-762(2) Cerwin Vega 12' dual voice coN
Fend
Mid
•
-comprehen
Our most
be
job.
guaranteed
a
will
+
training
(Must
benefits
-Bids
BECOME a paralegal. Join
A:435.
system, &
Call
items.
700
subs
over
sive policy pays for
MERLIN: Haire you seen In 3 weeks Builders Transqualify for advances & ben- America's fastest growing
received until- the
at
box for small truck (S-10)
(i)Custom
SkilleckAnlermediate
Call . profession. Lawyer inour lostcat? Last seen near port can have you working'
efits)
-bid cifieniiir
-Cuttodial Care. With -. the water tower on 641 N.- in 1 of our 6 divisions. -FULL-TIME position open 1-800-252-2581.
structed-home study.. -(2)-PArt-anes' mkt-range speakers
.11,4y 29,j994, at
Male black. short hair w/ Excellent pay .with a raise for responsible person to
Medicare's. new guideChoice of specialty prog2:o-ojmn.in the Of,
(1) Orion 250SX amp
White
paws &-Vrhite belly; - after 6 months And great work in medical facility in NOW hiring restaurant rams offered. P.C.D.I., At-'
•
dadlinemete.
fintist-lbr
.
_fice_pf Pitrrhstairk•
for
position
management
Call Marshall Co. Experience in
Wearing brown flea cellar,- benefits i
Free
lanta,
cataGeorgia.
InsurHome
Nursine
EQ
wiring
to hook
plus
(1)
Alphasonik
Services
General
$50 reward. 759-102Ct 1-800-762-1819, Ext L-6. insurance, accounts re- Murray" location. Send re- logue. 800-362-7070. Dept
ance is mere important
up all equipment. A-1 shapel
9225,
Box
PO
to:
sume
Building,Chestnut
office
general
ceivable
&
753-1206, 753-2694.
•
than ever.
DRIVERS-OTR $1,000 duties necessary Please Paducah, KY 42002-9225. LLH742.
Street, Murray,KY
Sign-On
Bonus GUaran- send resumes to. PO BOX
free
For
°
42071.
$450 for all. Will sell separately!
06c
POSITION available. Fullteed Get Home Policy ev- 1040 F, Murray
Information cell:
Help
time preschool teacher.
ery 6-10 days. Driver
Wanted
020
friendly! No Northeast FULL-time experienced Degree in child developJerry
related field preACCEPTING applications freight. Coil 800-848-0405 short order cook. Well ad- ment or
to:- Q01,.()R PRINTER, $175.
fori light industrial work & 1 yr OTR, CDL & Hazmat justed, versitle, test produc- ferred. Send resume
502-753-7001. DevelopChild
Care
Wee
clerical work. Apply in per- Req.
tion, no problems with
15th.
S
109
RRAZILIAN STUDENT InCenter,
ment
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
son at 1210 Johnson Blvd. DRIVERS: Stiart $.24-$.28. atherfty works well w/
terested in Sports. Gompu753-5227
'tree local claim service'
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARRaises Id 3.33. Home of- others, neat in appearance,
- tors Other Scandinavian,
Apply RECEPTIONIST- assistant GER '8 . FASTER ONE.
ten! Assigned convention- and highly motivated.
EUropean, South AmeriCALL HAWKINS RE8am-3pm
from
person
in
for doctors office. Must
Murray!
Attention
Ex
T,KERAPY.
ale. Free medical-dental.
MASSAGE'
can, Asian High School
SEARCH FOR DETAILS
at
Sat,
10am-2pm
Mon-Fri,
&
skills
clerical
basic
have
$1000. tarp bonus. $500
change .Students arriving Relax, release, rejuvenate.
ANYTIME, 501-753-7001.
HPOSTALJOBS»
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
saftey bonus. Paid vaca- Pam's Cake Hut, 410 Main excellent personality for de,.Aiigust -Become a Host To your home-service. By
boas.
•
St.
511.414r.
ExperiSian
people.
aling with
tion. Retirement. $300 wkly
Paces Open at 6.00)
OamifiltISE. Call Emilie appointment. Dave
UPGRADESREPAIRPC
For applosies & Ida, od
during Flatbed training. HARDEE'S of Draffenville ence helpful but will train TRAINING AT YOUR
502) 833-3229 or 753-3801. Enjoy in good
14210421-SM 7 a.m. ts
Hornady Truck Line now hinng day shift em- qualified person. Apply at LOCATION.
health!
-1 800-SIBLING.
10 NIL, 7 dap.
Heskett Chiropractic Cen- HAWKINS RESEARCH,
1-800-648-9664.
ployees all positions,
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq.
ter between hours of 753-7001.
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road tie mile
Beprep.
&
cashiers,
cooks
In
JUST DO IT!
WANTEDDRIVERS
8am-5pm.
ATHLETICALLY minded
ginning wage $5thr. Apply
a
area.
Purchase
your
TO THE PUBLIC NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN
computer
HD
1030
TANDY
Full Set Acryllc Nails
male or female needed for
in person. No phone calls THE Courier Journal is with printer, joy sticks, &
wholesale distributing com- home and receive a dealer- please.
$25.00
looking for a seff-motivated games (Monopoly, Tetra &
:::::
10.̀:F?
;,
To 04
pany. Call on coaches, ship at no additional oast
'
VirTILKA PO IMPOUllaWS WILCOMIlD
Natural
individual to deliver one of others).
Lincoln Log Homes Call
$ 250 .
and
teachers,
principals,
ALLIANCE
Capping S. HOME Health Social our Sunday only routes in 901-644-3107.
PTA's in youth market Call (502) 522-7546 for further
Aurora
&
.Hardin
Murray,
Care,
Worker.
Continue
(with calcium i S20.00
details.
1-800-881-5529.
Inc. seeking I3SW with Must have reliable transEyebrow Arch S4.00
140
ATTENTION DRIVER EARN $1,000 weekly slot- home health or medical SW portation & cash bond. If
Ward
Hioh.foilt S2600
env
lopes
David
at t1ame- 1 Atxperience to work in Cello- interested contact
--TEOLMS $15000 In bonus flag
To Buy
Hi-Sheen G
paid monthly, quarterly & s x porton ce. Free, way County area. Excellent Hussey at 1-800-866-2211.
$15.00
yearly PLUS TOP MI- informidion/supplies. No salary and benefit package. WANTED barmaids, wait- ANTIQUES and collectLEAGE PAY 401(K) plan Obligation.- Send self- Send resume and refer- reggae & dancers, $500 ables. Will buy or sell on
jrt.Tv 'Be tr, •
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS. addressed stamped enve- ences to: PO Box 925, Mur- plus weekly. Doll House consignment, Hazel Anti759-1874
Run this 2x2 consistency tad in ClassiOther paid benefits- lope to Horizon, Dept. FF, ray, KY 42071. Continue Cafe, Paris, TN. que Emporium. 492-8646
10am-4:30pm.
Vacation-Health and Life- PO Box 2149, Brownweod, Care, Inc. is an Equal Op- 901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.
every day,including the Shopper,
fieds
poroJnity Employer.
Dead head-Motel/layover. TX 76804
or
piece
the
by
ANTIQUES
a month (paid inadvance).
$160
for
Loading & Unloading CO- FULL-time outside elevator
07(1
openings: Or.collections. Call 753-9433
VENANT TRANSPORT supervisor Knowledge of IMMEDIATE
Domestic
ganist and choir director for
after 5pm.
1-800-441-4394. Solos and augers, grain legs, grain First Christian Church.
& Childcare
welcome.
students
bins & general mainte- Please send resume to:
CASH for mobile home
AVON, Anew & Skin So nance needed. Salary de- 111 N 5th St, Murray, KY ABSOLUTELY Clean! Ex- tires & axles. 436-2578,
perienced, dependable 901-644-0679.
Soft 30% off Call to inquire pends on experience. 42071. (502)-753-3824.
cleaning service. Home or
about becoming an Avon 753-3404
used
office. References avail- CASH paid for good,
representative. 753-3383.
Americas Second Car
able. Call Kim at 436-2569. rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryear,
CLEANING houses is my Goods, 519 S. 12th,
TN is now taking applicag
'
Zr
UglgDucklin
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
business. Reliable and ex- Murray.
tions for restaurant help
perienced, references. Call
Jonathan Creek Bridge
Apply in person.
CIVIL war, WW I or II guns,
ME3=111
Linda 759-9553.
100 North 5th S reet
901-247-5798
swords, pictures, other artilocations Coast to Coast
1-1
from First Christual Church
Across
referOld
houses,
WILL
Coca-Cola adfacts.
clean
DANCERS and waitresses
vertising or gas & oil ad
ences, reasonable rates
Turkey & Dressing • Fried Chicken
Serv,nci- Vutray 3ncl Caiio3T, 'pun' Since 1692
needed at The Foxy Lady in
• items, old stone whiskey
437-4064.
Coffee or Tea
Pans, TN. Please call CharCais Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
jugs with advertisments on
Quality workmanship a! the I
lie or Jeri at 901-644-0301.
$4.95 Plus Tax
WILL stay with elderly or front Cali 753-3633,ask fer
lowest prices in the area.
121h
So
112
refer&
Experience
7336910
sick.
Office
11:30-3:00 p.m. Only
Larry.
DO you need a GED? De
for
753-4590
Call
ences.
Murray, KY 02071
Open 7 Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
1-800-THE DUCK
you need hope for the fuSummer Hours 12.00 til 5:00
WANT to buy: antique furinformation.
ture and help to get a solid
Lowest Rates in Town
niture, glassware & china. 1
career? We have 22 JOB
WOULD like to babysit in piece or houseful!. Call
Daily Weekly or Morthly Rate II
openings for people 16 thru
my home. Monday-Friday, 492-8128 between
21 that are not full time high
any shift. References pro- 10am-4:30pm.
blooming DayliNies, Japanese Iris I
the
see
Come
-school students. Call
vided. Call 753-3306.
and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
753-9378 Five days a week
Fro* Plant With This Coupon
130
8.00arn-3:00pm
between
090
THE PADUCAH, KY
Articles
This project is funded by
I Open Garden Friday-Sunday I
Position
For Sale
the Job Training PartnerViseitsd
ship Act through the Ken1983 HONDA Shadow 500,
AVAILABLE THRU AGE SO
ALTERATIONS, repairs good condition, best offer.
C&C NUrSqly
tucky Department tor EmNo
Examinations
Pltvolco1
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's 1984 Ford Ranger, swb,
ployment Services and tie
See and Sew, Country 4cyl, best offer IBM PS 1
If you sre in reasonably good health and can
West Kentucky Private In,
753-2993
Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur- Pro, hardware & software
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
dustry Council The is an
16-17
94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
753-6981
ray
preferred
monthly
few
a
are
Mow
preferred
rates.
progOpportunity
Equal
included, best offer.
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mite, turn left on Bethel Church
rates at afferent ages for.$4000 policy.
Saturday & Sunday 9:00 til 5:00
ram Auxiliary aids and ser753-4114 or 753-8669
Rd.(1463). Firstrd to left(Cook Rd )rum left. 1st I
vices are available upon
house on left (approi. 1/4 mile).
At The
BEE Hive operation, exFEMALE
MALE
Business
request to individuals with
En a
eon
Ii
am ma
tractor, supplies. $425 obo
disabilities
$11.16
OPP0ffuriTY
$8.56
nial 50
Mid /Merl°
5pm.
436-2174
after
10 60
14 08
We 55
DRIVER-GET HOME EVEARN EXCELLENT PRO- BOGARD trucking and ex13.52
1626
ERY WEEK! OTR/
age 60
FITS LOG HOME WHOLE- =voting, inc We haul lop
tr,,,,,zei
Shorthaul opportunities,
96
16
23 32
age 55
Compurt,
SALERS Join proven 18 soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
home weekly (shorthauf),
23.20
..14rtoeir
31 40
year Log Manufacturer 19. rock, rip rap 759-1628
We 70
assigned law model equipKiln-dned log styles Exclu31.24
414$
age
experienced
$750
75
ment,
Good Food
Admission
sive terns:ay. Call 1Ar Buck
et. Shale
sign-on bonus. BURUNG& Drink
$300
1100-321-5647. Old Tenet- CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor,
increase.
to
NOT
guaranteed
Premiums
TON MOTOR CARRIERS
44in
engine.
18hp
What 'We're Alf About!
Kohler
Is
Cilters
.
Servuyi
Log Homes.
1-800-BMC, EOE
cut, hydrostatic, used
P.O. 40K, MS • Murray, 9CI 42071
32oo IRVN Goes DANE • PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
FRANCHISE for Ode: May- twice. $1,000 below new
DRIVERS Flatbed 48 state
(502.) 753419$ • voc. mar/lox US
GUNS * KNIVES * GOLD * SILVER * JEWELRY
Paducah. Benton, cost 763-13811.
field,
*
connew
*,00114S
Assigned
SUPPLES
OTR
* AMMO * RELOADING
-Indusold
Fulton, 100 year
Voice 944 Ili "1•400/ Move's Jenny
GUNSMITH
ventionals, competitive
EAGLE concert tickets for
company,
old
year
25
,
try
troducu Vivirlore: telsooatisoi Cfrilinen's
CW
at Stanwood 6
pay, benefits $1000 sign
'c to public be sure t tiring your guns tool
100% success rate if you Sept 28th
%rota, Eladational Mounds, Sommer Mugu
rider program,
MURRAY, KY
bonus,
on
in
sold
SYCAMORE,
reserved
905
tickets,
are aocountsble, responsiBUY - SELL OR TRADE
flexible time off Call Roadpairs only! $200/es (901)
ble arid teachable
Lead 79.8.4188
- 73-2284
•
0
I
Trucking
runner
642-5381.
Jut.
tell
atir:441-41181.
1-11004011.7714.
Ai- . #st
"I•

_ INVITATION TO BID FOR _
FLEET INSURANCE.

.• am no longer responsible
-1 tor debts other than my
- own David Bray.

Call 753-4264 after 5 p.m.

McConnell
Insurance
- 753-4199

Knights of Columbus Hall

•••••1

Business on
a Budget?

Call 753-1916 for details.

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

laUCUS SHOE
REPAIR

Buffet - All You Can Eat!

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

BURIAL INSURANCE

Gun 8 Knife
Show
July
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OLD- DOWNTOWN office space
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight available across from
courthouse $95/mo indigt
ceremonies Smoky Moun
tam river chapel. near Gat- ing all utilities 75.3-12a
knburg Complete arrange- RETAIL or Office Space in
ments HORSE-DRAWN S Side Shopping Center
CARRIAGE Cabins, Ja- 753 4509 or 753 6612
cuzzis Complete arrange320
ments No test(waiting
POOLS POOLS'New 1993 Charge cards accepted
&pertinent.
pools now at big savings
For Rent
HEARTLAND
Many modes & sizes For 1-800.448-VOWS (8697)
ex 19 X31' o d pool corn
plete with sundeck fence & A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL 1 2 380 apes Furnished,
filter only $988 Limited CHURCH WEDDING- very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 26 2
area 100% financing' Smoky Mountains Gatlin- pets
Call bug Chapels (Since 1980) days,753-0606 after 5pm
Hurry
1-800-7596058 ask for No tests-No Waiting, 1402 B Michelle 2br. duPhotograpy, Music, Flow- plex 2yrs new Cute Low
Beth
ers Suites. We matchany utilities Microwave, disprice, less 10%. Christian hwasher, etc, w/d hookup.
SHOPSMITH 5 tools in
one Table saw, drill press, Ceremony -Rev. Dr. Ed $4501mo (includes mowlady disc, sander & hori- Taylor. 1-S00-34S-2779.
ing)leste. deposit, no pets.
zontal boring machine,
BAHAMA CRUISE! 5 753-8734 leave message.
$650. 753-4406.
-----nt near downdilYs14 nighttHundst- 1Birapertme
sell Aden & hospital in Murray.
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN- bookeel4 Must NING 13-E-9.4 New $2791•0•PHE Limited lick-- -r33.2853.
(407) 767-8100 ext
Commercial-Home Units
From $199. Lamps- 4305•Mon-Sat, 9ain-lOpnt 4IBR central hie, wig.,
c •
partial utiZtreinuz
•
lotione-A-ccessortes.
so,srig-r__GATLINBUHG Summit. ehed.
pos,
Monthly- paymentsBreattitalung mountain-top r eauir tr. 11215/mo.
$18 Call Today FREE views, fireplace, balcony, 7
NEW Color Catalog
kitchen, clubhouse pool'1-800-462-9197
duplex on 280 tasteJacuzzis Call regarding specials' Individual unite" folly docorated,.energy effiVIBROSAUN Body Condi
toner, combines vibration rented by Schweigert En-- Cleat, $275/mo, deposit. No
with sauna in a reclinging terprises. Free Broachure. pets 753-8848, befOre
position Call Tom Hopkins, 1-800-242-4883. (205) 9pm
988-5139
02-753-6001
1BR furnished. No pets.
WEIGHT . Loss -Guaran- PANAMA Cith Beach's'Fa- Available August 7th.
teed! Safely and effectively vorrte Family Motels' offer 753-5980.
only $1795 Make the right.r-tack to School Special' 1BR near MSU, appliances
Iea- $10-off nightly rates August
Call Select P '
1:800:258-098t
choice.
furnished. Coleman RE
14-September 1. Bright
eutic
mac.
753-9898.
'Oita:" Star Mot e_l -( 800)
•
Mastercard. asiL_SODs r 421-1295/Skyway Motel 1 OR 2br apts near down".
(800) 887-4879
town Murray 753-4109.
PLEXU2 Body Toner, five
timed potations of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the mayor mus
des of the body & causes
mild aerobic effect Galt
Hopkins
Tom
502-753-6001 '

NMI

MO aft:
C,$125.
C..$1502 ton.
ges,hAv
my Push
$175.
& end
Id, $75.
!O. Call

&
length.
Ivanized
bondary

Psis
& Supplies

trai

VERY nice 2br duplex
DODSON. miniature AKC
great neighborhood pear
-1 male, black tan. Saks. vet
shopping center & banks checked
$ 1 75
No pets Deposit $360/mo
901-584 4475 leave
Call 753-2967
_message
3BR. 2 bath low utiles& HAVE an obedient sate
with garage, $550/mo. dog for show or home 4
753-3293 after 6pm
Classes or private lessons
APARTMENT for rent: 207 Serving Murray for over
S 11th, $250/mo rent 'de- 12yrs 436-2858
posit .753:3415, 753-0409. IF shampoos 8. collars
BR MY-TNEY 41100E won't solve your fleia-k
APARTMENTS. Mr. 24 problem, HAPPY ,JACK
*The mosI
bath, $840/mo Contact KENNEL DIP*
Century 21. Loretta Jobs effective tick & Ilea killer
/available. At SOUTHERN
Realty, 753-1492
STATES
140

'
LABRADOR puppies,
Houses
AKC, yellow, male & feFor Rent
male, guaranteed hips Pa28R, 2 bath,' garage radise Kennels, 753-4106
$400/mo,$400/deposit, tyr
lease, references required PEG'S Dog Grooming
704i065 or 753-7300 Af- 753-2915
10th POMERANIAN, miniature
July
ter
1 -704 251-9373
AKC. males,Saks,unusual
2BR house. Panarama color, vel,„skecked,
Shores, $250/mo, $175/ea. 90T. 4- 4475,
$250/deposit, references leave message
753-6612
REGISTERED Pedigree
28R, a porch, carport. female Sheltie, sable/
gas heat, new carpet, no white. 759-9909 after 5pm
pets, $335/mo. Call
753-6931
3BR brick 4 miles 'froni
town, appliances furnished,
2car garage,$500imo rent Fu71144 FARMS will
1or the season on
Deposit & lease required. op9i
-23rd July. WM be offering a
759-4664.
full line of fresh produce.
• Call 753-8848 on 22nd
Extra nice 2 BR, 2
Athf•
townhouse,
bath
410
fireplace, stove, refrig., garbage disp.,
• •'
dishwasher.

- -WIEDJAEomoiete home-- -ROMANTIC CANDELITE 1 ROOMS for rent at 1614SW. DR _ GyMpaic-- WEDDINGS Smoky Olive. Utilities furnished.
- 753-5870 •
2000 fitness system, $50. Mountains, Ordained 61-....„Share kitchen, living_tstent,Exercise bike, $35. Nin- nisters, Elegant Chapel; 6-bathroom facilities. Welk
.c_sitemaifg.
_a
3BR brick, carport, Florida
-tend°. $35.131;_titr' owave. Photographs, Florals, Li- room: shade trees, dis$40. -RCA tv,-$50. Bent- mos, Videos, Bridal Suites 7534898. •
__Imrashet,• refrigerator with
wood-reekeri • $30, Bas- with Jacuzzis, No Waiting.,
dilptiticer:Paravernii--2BRice-maker. NO pets:
pinet, $30_ Cal 753-7083. iNo Blood Tests. Gatlinkdreview. -bkiek
Teno-e-esee Shwa,
4485/mo. 753-6931.
rg
IttAt
to KY_ Lake $2501no- 6WOLFF SYSTEM tanning:
3BR plus study. Shady
$300/MO. 52/4639.
beds at factory 'direct
yard. Dishwasher. w/d hoo- _prices. New,used,all metal
g_
18024
duplex..
2BR
- -kup, refrig • & stove. 1704
beds, home and commerdepolease,
Mdriroe_A_se,
250
Ridgewood. $475/mo,
dal. Own the GENIANE
sit. No pets, $350._ lease, deposit, no pets._
eusiness
article! Summer closeout.
753-8002 after 5pm.
se!vka•
753-8734 leave mesage.
UVA SunSystems
1-800-274-1744:
K.T.I. and Associates offer- EFFICIENCY apartment. 6-ROOM house, 1 bath, in
_ _ing_alellline of investigative No pets. $150/mo. country wooded area Reservices. Bel Air- Center. 753-5980.
frigerator & range furn1
753-3868 or 436-6099.
ished, new slam windows & •
FOR 3 people,
vinyl siding, 2 mites from
avail-furnished,
•partially
limits off North 16th.'
city
able June 1st, $150/mo
2 CUSHION traditional
270
, Call 753-8164 evenings beeach. 753-9564.
sofa, cream, good conditween 5:30pm-7:30pm.
.
Mobile
tion, $125. Microwave, PaHILWALE Apartnients
• Homes For Sale
home- beaunasonic, 600 watt, with
;under new management. LAKEFRONT
turntable, $85. 753-3932. 12X52,zkerwith a 12X52 - Ciirne see the changes tak- tiful sloping lot on Blood
built on. 4br,can be moved ing place. Now available River. Large deck, family
DAYBED, white with brass
house - movers, asking 2br apartment, 24hr main- room. 2 fireplaces, formal
by
trim,- heart shaped back,
$800. Calf 753-0751.
tenance. Handicap acces- dinng room, $450 monthly
included.
mattress
twin
imOffice hours plus deposit_ Available
sible.
'
$285. 763-7270.
1981 TIDWELL, recently
mediatley. 753-4428.
Mon-Fri.
8am-4:30pm
redecorated, 2br, 2 baths,
DINET set with 8 chairs,
new garden tub, new cen- Equal Housing Opportun- NICE 3br brick; 2 bath, 2
3'X6' French style windows
heat & air. 753-2280, ity. TDDit 1.-800-545-1833 car garage, with swimming
tral
with storm window.
Ext. 287, 437-4113.
pool, satellite dish, fire753-9713.
489-2813. • .,
place large out building
LakeLake,
KENTUCKY
1986 ATLANTIC 14X52,
horse barn with 6 acres of
- KING size waterbed matbr
1
Village,
Westiy
land
partially furnished, central
tress, lyr old. 753-5264,
utilities in- land, 3 acres fenced in. 3
h/a, w/d, appliances, apartment,
on in- miles East olgilurray. $550
based
rent
cluded,
• _SOFA & 2 chairs, good $9.500. 753-9540.
rent & deposit. No inside
handicap
older,
556
come.
condition, $200 obo. Call
1987 14X70 BUCC.,excel- & disabled. Equal Housing' pets lyr lease. Available
753-4440.
now! 753-7473.
lent'condition, 2br & 2 full Opportunity
USED furniture, carpet & baths. Built in appliances, 502-354-8888.
SMALL 2Ix house, 6 mirefrigerators. I also hand c./h/a, all electric w/pole.
gas heat, nutes from town, just off 94
strip & refinish old furniture. French doors, $12,000. LARGE 2br,
close to by Duncan's Grocery ,
utilities,
low
super
George Hodges, 806 Col- 753-8117 6-10pm, or leave
or
are $295/mo. 753-2339
tennents
other
college,
message.
dwater Rd.
753-8767.
quiet professionals. DepoWOODEN desk, sofa & 1988 14X80 3BR, 2 bath, sit required. $395/mo.
360
chair 753-4722 after 3prn stove, refrigerator, d/w, set- Available August lst.&'
For Rent
up on nice rented lot in Fox 753-8828.
Or Lease
Meadows with deck & out
165
LARGE 2br brick duplex
building. Call 753-7562.
-With garage, appliances BARNS for rent: Air cured
Antiques
BY owner- 1987 Buccaneer furnished, w/d hook-up, Burley, Darkfired.
double wide 26'X70', vinyl very dean, lawn service 753-1300 or 489-2116 after
siding, shingle roof, 3br, 2 furnished. No pets, deposit 7pm.
full baths, den with fire- & references, $325/mo, CREEKVIEW Self-storage
place, central h/a, stove, 304 S 13th. 753-4074.
warehouses on Center
refrigerator, dishwasher,
Drive behind Shoney's.
large 15'X17' covered front MUR-CAL Apartments now
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
114 West Broadway
porch, 8'X12' covered back accepting applications for
Downtown
porch 24'X24' work shop & 1. 2 and 3br apartments. NORTHWOOD Storage
2 bay carport, other out- Phone 759-4984. .Equal presently has units availlAaylleld, Ky.
buildings. 2 acre lot 3 miles Housing Opportunity.
able. Call 753-2905,
Open 7 Days
641
South of Murray. Pr- NEW 1&2br apts in Far- 753-7536.
910 a.nt-5 p.m
iced to sell. Call 753-6962: mington. Starts at $310 w/
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
370
CUSTOMER Appreciation water & garbage paid.
Livestock
refrig,
disStove,
w/d,
Sale!! Now through July17,
& Supplies
1994 All homes dis- hwasher furnished.
Ise
counted (new and used). '345-2748 after 4pm
Farm
5 BULLS, 2yrs old, 7 cows
Come by and see our qual- 762-4483 days.
Equipment
ity built, energy efficient NEW 2br duplex apart- with calves, all registered
with papers, Charolais_
FARM wagon, almost new home by Champion Home
ments, gas heat, w/d hookbed, $250 753-3683
Builders!! Dinkins Mobile up, appliances furnished, 489-2348.
Homes, Inc., Lake Hwy no pets, available July 15th, 8YR old Sorrell mare.
200
TN $425/mo, lyr lease, depo- gentle 492-8723
79E,
Paris,
Sports
1-800-642-4891_
sit required. Call 753-4873
EXCELLENT trail horse,
Equipment
MOBILE HOME FINANC- after 6:30pm, Allen gentle, 6yr old, Farrell
DP Air Go-Meter sprint ex- ING. ATTENTION Properties.
Quarter Horse, 15.2,
ercise bike, like new,$103 SELLERS/BUYERS 1976
$1,500. Call 753-2905 or
489-2218
and newer from Green Tree
753-7536.
Financial. Refinancing/ NEW 2br duplex, gas heat.
EZ GO golf cart, $600
HAY for sale. Fescue or
Equity Loans. Fast, friendly appliances No pets
753-5691
service. Application or in- Lease Available August Clover, $1.75 a bail or $2
with storage 436-2569.
call 15th, $400/mo 753-7457
formation
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
LIMOUSIN bull, almost
NICE 2br, 2 bath house, 12 17moe old. 436-2182 or
1-800-895-1900
Duck & goose
miles from Murray. Water 436-5416.
furnished, central air/gas
hunting in Ballard
MOBILE HOME REPOS heat, appliances furnished,
County.
180
FOR SALE. Singles/ w/d hook-up. Deposit re502-376-5504
Pets
availdoubles. Financing
quired, $500/mo.
& Supplies
able. Clean, late model 753-6723
homes. Green Tree FinanAKC Lab puppies, $150
210
cial Corporatiort/Kentusky, NICE, dean 2br apt, w/d AKC Rotmieler puppies,
6 0 6 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0 , hook-up, nice carpet, ap- $250 901-627-3629,
pliances furnished, 1413 901-627-9666
Firewood
1-800-221-8204.
Hillwood Lease/Deposit
A FIREWOOD for sale
MOBILE home: 2br, gas required. No pets Call AKC registered Basset
437-4667
heat, 100X100 lot in Pine 753-0814.
Hound puppies, qi-colored,
, Bluff Shores, $13,500
$125/es Papers, wormed
applications
taking
NOW
2.1
436-5895
& shots 753-7249
for Section 8 low rent housTRAILER & small cabin out ing Apply in person at CFA Himalayan & shaded
on 1346 dawn by Ledbetter Southside Manor, 906 silver Persian kittens
PIANO tuning John Church 753-1038
Broad St Extended, be- 489-2495
Gottschalk, 753-9600
tween 8am-12noon No
AKC male
280
phone calls please Equal CHIHUAHUA,
adult, chocolate/tan, long
Housing Opportunity
Noble
hair, greet pet or kennel,
Homes For Rem
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- $125 901-584-4475. leave
2BR trailer No pets
plex, appliances furnished. message
753-9966
central gas heat & air,
1 mo deposit, 1
CUTE, adorable puppies
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, $475/mo
yr lease. No pets Call
Basset & Dachshound mix,
electric or gas Walking de
153-7538
753-2905,
$204a 759-1217
Saks,
tend,to college 7531209

able-car-

t722 or
•
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cial and
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Your Ad
Could
Be Ilere!

kale

Frl, JulY 15
'
_Sal, July 16
ant-1 p.m.
Hotielhoid items, curtains,
lawn equipment, dahumidifor, women's clothes 610,
table & chairs, many trat
gains.

Carport _
Sale
203 Woodlawn
Thursday Afternoon
Friday Morning
7:30-103
Baby & children
clothes (all sizes),
baby bed, maternity clothes.

Yard Sale
1707 Ryan
Saturday.
7 a.m.-7
Refrigerator, washer,dryer,
garage door opener,
moped, bicycle, doghouse,
adult clothes, shoes, toys,
prom dresses,jewelry, curtains, rods, lots of misc.
items1 Proceeds go to
medical missions tour to
Equador.

Yard
Sale
1613 College Farm
Rd. corner of Ky. &
College Farm Rd.
Fri. & Sat. Only
July 15 & 16
8 am. Ill ?

Bay Naas(aid* on..or sal
014laa
103Oda
Ileassal ads. lagi sat S*
mut Una 111' ts., vahadvic
ad all.i..del. llaa an
la, arida Mak
alielin
am*• bag akar flaa
Imala a* II sagg.

Your Ad
Could
I( Ilere!

1501 Oxford
(In Canto/bury)
Friday ai
Saturday

400 Northwood
Corner of
Nonliivood &
4th St
Fri. & Sat.
July 15 & 16
8 a.m.-?

Waterbed, TV,
chandelier,
sweeper, odds &
ender..

8 Family
Yard Sale
1500 Clayshlre Dr.
Murray, Ky.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. till ?
Baby clothes & toys,
dishware. Home Interior,
furniture,
household items.
Rain Cancels

- 1st Time
Yard Sale
N.411i Extended, 7th
house on the left
past the radio tower
at Hopkins Used
Car sign.
Sat & Sun.

i.m.-?

Late
Fel 9sis

FREE color brochure of
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bargains. 132 acres-$7 SOO
Nicely wooded lot a/
deeded access to lake
Only 2 miles to state park
On country rd w.uttos &
protective covenants Perfect for vacation retirement
home near lake Excellent
Call
financing
800-858 1323 Woodland
Aaes 8 30-8 30. 7 days

100X140 SOUTHWEST
subdrvision all city
uelmes reduced 753 4873
after 6pm

Carport
Sale
•IP

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Dy office at 711 Main St

504 So 11th
St.
July - 15• 7 a.m. tar?
Too many items to
name.

Garage ;SajO__
2010 Brookhaven'
In Gatesborough
- -,Friday Only
k415, 1994
"7 a.m.:?
speakers.
-Stereo
ieans & other clong, bedspreads,
garden equipment;
dishes, golf shoes, dishes, etc.

4 Family
Backyard Salt'
Frl. & Sat
7 a.m.-T
1110 Elm St
Lamps, chairs, quilting frames,
manual typeenter, elec. festers, bedspreads, kers, athars, quits, cudcoo clock, pictures, glassware, pars, 'mink
knacks, clot* all sizes, bys
and bed misc Coma'seal
tlew Maw sit be out Sat-

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
901 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
FrI & Sat,
July 15 & 16
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
No Early Sales
Cookbooks, craft books,
craft items, clothes, oil
paintings, lots of misc.
items.
In case of rain cancelled.

Moving
Sale!
Coach Estates B-5
7 a.m.-?
Fri. & Sat
July 15th & 16th
Tables, bar stools,
microwave
desk,
stand, baseball cards,
fOrlffa, toys and
more.

Garage Sale
KnIghtsway Drive In
Camelot Subd. off
Gibbs Store Rd. Follow signs.
Fri., July 15
7 a.m.-Noon
Complete full size
bedroom suite, charcoal grill, curtains,
women's
puzzles,
shoes & much more.

Fwme
For Sal.
10 ACRES East of Murray,
wooded private reduced
to $9450 terms 759-1922
HOG farm 11 5 acres water, electricity farrowing
house Kirksey area
489-2617
460

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

*wow
Far Ur. •

28R on -3!.. Acre with.2 •
out-buildinas. new vinyl sidmg,fold-in windows, new
_well & secilitaystem, comBLOOD River area, excel- pletely redecorated- 2yrs
lent view of lake, good fish- ago, gas heat. $36.000ing, shared dock, 3br. furn- 489-2440.
ished, carpeted,.air condi- 3BR, 1 bath country home.
tion, large screened porch 2 acres yard. 8 acres of
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623. good g.astur
*Fully.•
equipped" satellite: late,
deck, lots of room, newly landscaped, $45,000. In
TN close to KY line.
901-24f-3301.

CLASSIFIED

KENTUCKY LAKE'PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts*.
two45acre tracts OrIthe south side of Highway
8280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to- Wildcat - Creek just off- the Blood River
,Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
-your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Gott Course, only seven miles from
Murray.
-

BOYD

AD

REAL-

COULD

MAJOR

ESTATE-.

Wing° -475-2222
James Majors, Resichince 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9022 after 5 psii:

BE
HERE
CALL

7534916
430
Real
Estate
58.500 WILL put you in a
2br. 1 bath home rIvela 2
.extra lots near lake. Wilson
Realty. _Hwy 121 S. Call- •. _
753-5086..
• ANDREW Farris Estates
for sale, off Martin Chapel
Rd. 759-9247:
• COMMERCIAL building for
sale: City's best location,
Court 'Square. Pere, TN:
Two story, 250. ft. per
floor. 1-800-447-4889
9am-6pm, leave message

Southwest Villa, just over one year old.
Three bedroom, two bath, spacious floor
plan, cathedral ceiling in den with gas
fireplace. 6 ft. privacy fence in, back,
2,000 sq, ft. living, 3,100 sq. ft: total.

Call 753-4117 day & night_

• PUBLIC AUCTION •
Friday; July 15, 1994 at 5 p.m.

At the home place of the late Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Waters at
1104 Poplar St. in Murray, Ky.
Large chest freezer, s/s refrigerator & freezer, dish washer, nice 110
Frigidaire air conditioner, washer & dryer, kitchen cabinet, breakfast set,
couch & chair, odd chairs, coffee & end tables, table lamps, warm
morning heating stove, recliner, electric lift chair, small kitchen appliances, pots & pans,coat rack, odd beds, vacuum cleaner, what-not &
what-not items, Christmas items, bedspreads, linens, Sears band saw
(no motor), water hose, hand & yard tools, aluminum camper top for long
bed Ranger Ford truck, push mower, and much morel
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. For more
information & your auction needs, phone 435-4144.

DAN MILLER
DARRELL BEANE
TERRY PASCHALL
Auctioneers
"Ally Service Doesn't Cost it Pays-

Need
Extra
Cash?
Your Ad Could
Be Here...
Clean out your
closets, basement or
garage Adverbs.these
'no longer needed'
items in the classifieds

753-1916

•
• PUBLIC AUCTION
1994 at
10 a.m.

Saturday, July 16,

Mr. & Mrs. Gene Owens have sold their house and are relocating.
From Murray, Ky., take 94 East to Hwy. 280. Follow 280 to
Panorama Shores. As you come into Panorama Shores,come to
first stop, street which is Panorama Drive. Turn left, first house on
left. Watch for auction signs. Mr. Owens was a heat and
refrigerant man. Will sell some of his tools and furniture.
Like new portable generator by Coleman Powerrnate 4KW,new elect Cadence
3260 exercise walker,foot fixer, portable color[v.,nice upright freezer,refrigerator
w/ioe maker, like Ashley wood heater, 12 volt or 110 RV refrigerator, 50,000 BTU
gas shop heater, gas home heater wftlower,shop vacuum,electric heater. Lincoln
welder. 12- Craftsman table saw. Craftsman bench grinder, air compressor,shop
fan, pipe benders, plumbers snake, brass fittings, mechanist bole & tool box, ENID
side grinder, 2 speed 1/2' drill motor, 1/2' air wratchet & sockets, aluminum ext
ladder, pipe vise on legs, pipe dies up to 1V-3/4' socket & wratchete, other
wrenches & tools, small transfer pump,lawn edger, metal shelving, base for hoist
that can bepuron truck metal & plastic pump,gas line trimmer,elect, fencer,steel
post, barb wire, bug zapper,file cabinet(2)tremble fish nets. old antique wood ice
box,old Daisy Washington wood cook stove wewarming closet,(2)wagon wheels,
antique buffet, cast iron pieces, raikoad spikes. couch & 2 captain chairs for a
Chevrolet van, couch & chair, recliner, coffee & end tables, temps, stereo, odd
beds,old rocker. hand & yard tools, We pickets,radio controlled airplane,insulation
pipe 8' & 14' iridiameter, wash tuba, and much more!
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

Dan Miller, Auctioneer • 435-4144
Darrell Beane, Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
1,4 :“ t‘rd«' Do,

•441••-

Iss,INTIELgtr'x".

BEAUTIFUL wooded build
rig lot close to Murray on
paved road $8900 Call
Paul Dailey RE ,MAX
753-7653

Garage Sale
2014 College Farm
Rd. across from
Expo Center
9:00 p.m.
Friday, July 15th
Bedroom suite, bunk
beds, couch, some
antiques, toys, oriental rug, clothes, lots of
other items.

Extra Big
Yard Sale
N.tith St.Ext.(la house
cm right past Sullivan's
Golf)
Thurs.-Frt-Sat.
7 am-7 p.m.

YARD
SALE

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale
1400 Vine St.
Murray
Fri. & Sat.
7 am-12 Noon
Small BMX bike, size
10 black duster with
cape, track lighting,
toys, clothes Plus
Sizes, lamps, picture
and lots more.

Real
EMI*

Sale

2 Party
Yard Sale
911 East Irma Hunt% 112
8881- 114f-ree
Moe,°slight. *Mck kw

FOR LEASE

fay I
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THURSDAY, JULY - 14, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER it TIMES

•

38R brick with lots of room
on 1 acre 2 storage buildings, beautiful neighborhood near Kirksey on Hwy
299 489-2933, leaviLmessage or caN after Spin
Weekends anytime

1987 I.4AZDA 626 LX, 4dr,
excellent condition, hwy miFor more
leage $4,200
information call 753-39P4
or 753-6583

1988 BLACK, Honda Prelude SI, sun-roof plus many
3BR brick ranch, 2A miles. other extras, $5.900
Southeast of Murray New 436-2778
central Iva. 33X15 den via 1989 BONNEVILLE,
fireplace 22005q ft ANL,.89,XXX, p/tp, prs, a/c, tilt,
extra let for privacy All for, cruise, am/fm stereo,
6,500 For appointment. g4.203 753-4831
all 753 8556 Mon-Fri or
759 1628 nights & 1989 FORD Taurus, blue
on blue, auto, a/c, Ws. Op.
weekends
V-6. 2 new Ores Good de4 NEW 3br houses on city pendable car. $2,975
water & sewer Will con- 502-875-4050 (dealer).
sider trading for other property Pricecrin the $70s. to 1990 MAROON Chevy Lulow $80s 753-3672 after mina, 4dr, new tires, dean
Call 753-0118 after 6pm.
5pm
9YR old 3br home. Cedar 1990PONTIAC Bonneville.
siding. pool with deck, fully loaded excellent conpaved drive on 1 acre of dition. blue/silver.
land, nicely landscaped 759-9965. or 753-4356
w ---many -extras, only
pier, exCel1992-DODGE Siirides from town, $75,000
lent condition, $7.700: Call
Call.-753-6885
753-5360
1992 EAGte-Talen, ley
BRICK -ranch,- 3br.baths.-Targe deck,• well DOHC, 4cyl, Sap, loaded,
maintained.ori beautiful excellent condition, new
Acres
• $t(7,000 obo, 1 owner.
'Bub.- 753-8874.
502-753-8613- after
BY OWNER. 31x.. 1'4 bath 5 30pm
bock ranch. Eat-in Kitchen
formal dining room, living 1992 FORD Taurus, V-6,room, family room with
auto, tilt, cruise,4 new tires,
bay window. Central gas power door locks,just servheat & air, wall-to-wall car- iced Runs great! $7,000.
-F rankfort
pet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi, Phone
14x14ft storage bklg. Lot 5 9. 2 - 8 7 5 - 4 0 5 0
75x450, adjacient lot avail- 502-875-1844 (nights)
able Walk to banks &Shoci= (dealer).
ping. Priced to .sell, . mid
$70's.- Call for appt. 1993 NISSA-N Sentra,
idr,
9,XXX
• 753115§.automatic. Serious inquires
945-2797. ..
• AGREAT investment potene-art4
' Val fixer-upper in nic
NISSAN Altima,
1993
$39*of town Pnced in the
power windows,
- Con-tact 14E/MAX, - cruise,
•••
_dean:car_ a 753-0851,
. werek--fiewpaint, vinyl. carpet & central 1994 RED Trans Am GT,
lila_ Detached heated gar- Loaded. 4,9XX miles
753-2446, before 4pm
'
age. 753-9652.

1976 MOTORHOME,
1 OWNER 1989 Chevrolet
miles, new Ores.
Caprice LS Brougham, 51.XXX
generator, reduced
54 XXX actual miles. new Oran
Also Case riding
tires Call 753-0112 or $5,500.
mower, rebuilt engine &
753-0687
deck. $750. 753-7375.

Vans
1989 PofmcgiTH Voyager, $5,600 Can 753-9563
'after 6pm
198
lent
$6,100 7

MOUTH Voya, excel,

1991 PLYMOUTH Voyager, white with burgandy
-raMBIOr;• 441,-a/c, pis, IA),
arn/Ini cassette. 1 owner,
68.XXX- miles. Excellent
condition. $8,150.
436-2675.-

son
Used
1983' FORD' Ranger,
$2,000 obo 436-2528
Mark,
1988 FORD 150 Lariat. 5
liter V-8. lwb with tool box,
49,XXX main-759-1565
1989 N1S5AN pick-up,
vihiteblueinterior, a/c, am/
ratg,fl000d ,-Forodition,
50',-1AXX• miles, $5,000.
759-9960.
1991 CHEVROLET S-10
Blazer, auto, p/s, p/b, a/c,
Stereo, 4.3 V-6. Looks and
runs nice. $5,950.
-502-875-4050.
199-2 DODGE Dakota,
white. long bed, V-6, auto,
p/s, plb, am/fm cassette, no
air, 44,XXX miles. Excellent condition. $7,350.
•
•
436-2675.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

HADAWAY Construction.
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052.

FRIDAY,JUL.V,15; 1994
(Fix your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date-of birth. call 1-900-988-771(8. Your phone-company will bill you 99
APPLIANCE SERVICE
cents a minute.)
Kenmore. Westinghouse.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE business venture. 1nuite friends over .
Whirlpool 30. years ex- HANDYMAN for hire Roofself26ft
ALJO-ALY
1982
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: for a festive dinner.
NEXT
yards
&
repair
house
ing,
BOBBY
contained 2dr tandem, roof perience
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Key
and partnerships are
New
alliances
474-2037
mowed.
air refrigerator, twin beds, HOPPER, 436-5848
to your happiness and profes- people are likely to approve your vital
Service
Garden
JIM'S
rear bath, awning. Price BACKHOE SERVICE
sional success. Plant the seeds for ideas today. The public's response
negotiable 502-753-8284
BRENT ALLEN septic tank Gardens- -breaking, disbusiness success. Public to your personality or talents is posifuture
installation, repair, replace- king, bang. Lawns- seeding
acclaim comes in August.-Share the tive. Put your best foot forward.
& fertilizing neW of existing
1985 CRUISE Air II motor- ment 759-1515
Blade work & -bush- spntlight with loyal supporters. Add some artistic touches to yourhome. 31ft, air, awning,
Service - ROY hogging. Reastnable Career advancement and fresh finan- home or office.
microwave, gas or electric, BACKHOE
drive- rates. 753-3413. •
LIBRA (Sept.'23-Oct..22):
cial gains will get 1995 off to a fly31.XXX miles, excellent HILL Septic system,
condition, $27,000 Also ways, hauling, foundations, KITCHEN CABINET RE- ing start. Romance looks especially tranSition involving your work or
24h Monitor camper, air, etc 759-4664
FACING. Make your old blissful next March. Plan a wedding domestic situation could cause some
awning, good shape, BACKHOE Service, com- new again with Formica. All or family celebration for June.
confusion for the next few days.
$2.700, and 1981 Honda plete foundations, septic colors, free estimates.
BORN ON Remain calm. Important contractual
CELEBRITIES
Goldwing 1100, loaded, systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Ma- Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
THIS DATE: singer Linda Ron- agreemeNts are in the spotlight.
$1,500. 492-8152.
sonry Phone 492-8516, KY 436-5560.
author Iris Murdoch. cover Refuse to engage in petty squabbles
stadt,
pager 762-7221.
•
LARRY'S SMALL EN. girl Kim Alexis, Dutch.artist Rein. with-a co-Worker.
520
BILL'S Window Cleaning. GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs brandt. English musician Julian
Set)RPIO
Beats.
Back to help with your experience Riding mow_
•
.r
Romance is favored all weekend.
Bream.
& Motors
Spring . ea n.Ing
ers. push mowers, them
19): Make socializing and entertaining
21-April
(March
ARIES
trio16FT bass boat, 150hp
Residential/Commercial. saint or weed-eateis..Any
Size up your financial situation part of your agenda during this
tor, trader, custom cover,
ormodet-Servieeder-pleasant peke&Emphasize -quality,
- be-fore -making any n
skeeter Wrangler, $4,950.
Reasonable
-repaired.
not quantity, when buying clothes Of
Sell or trade' 436-5082, -BOB'S Plumbing Repair rates eree estimates. mitments. Change'may hold some
Service. All work guaranhome furnishings. •
looking
been
have
you
answers
436-5811
the
.
;
serdependable
teed, 753-1134 or prompt
--C
-SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Ee,
your credit
of
status'
the
cheek
'Tor.
OatenSatisfaction
vice.
27ft,
BAYLINER,
1987
436-5832.
before making-a- major purchase.' 21): You may be trying to push an "
teed. 492-8437.
sleeps 6, new carpet, new
e-too hard and too fast. Relax
. is5uupholstery; new paint,
LICEVSED for electric and Write overdue letters.
TAUR44S---t-Apett 24-May- 20): and-let things-takt then-own-course. -•
Volvo out dive, eitcellent
753-7203,
gas
-PtreAildnat
.
condition-, $19,000.
You 'can take.ii big-Step today. A compassionate attitude will lead
LIGHT hauling, tree trim- towards solving a financial problem to greater rapport with your loved
Painting
436-2163 or 436-527Q,
ming & removal. Call
.or arranging retirlii finances, ones. Be forgiving. •
and Wallpapering
MOST isel 1985 Sea Ray
753-2320. ask for Don
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)'T.
a *nesting with .a friend_ or
--Turn
flu-babout,S6,250 obo
Reasonable-Reliable
MULCH delivered. Murray employer into more than just a. Two heads are better thaw:toe now. '
753-5927
901-642-2519
436-5560.
polite lunch. Make key phone'calls.' Offer encouragement to someone
USED boats, motors. trailGEMINI (May.21tiune 20): who feels pitssared Ctfithcertaim
PLUMBING repairman with ,
ers & salvage parts for sale.
Boat & motor repair. All BRYON'S LAWN7 SER- same day service. Oall Emotional stability is vital now. Sharing a, secret with your loved
Turn over a new legf in business and ones will lighten your burden. Folwork & parts guaranteed VICE. Free estimates 436-5255,
your conscience where romance
Wayne Darnell Marine Re- 753-4591.RILEY CONSTRUCTION: social affairs: When opportunity low
pair. Hwy 121 S.
, is
concerned.,
pattacr...is.
or
Mate
answer!
knocks,
additions.
Remodeling:
-CARPET- binding & fring502-436-5464.
AQUARIUS 4.1an,...20--Feb.. 18):
t57carports, in your corner. Do not be afraid decks,
,
.
porches
ing. Enger Custom Design
,Other people, some of(hem very
.
vinyl siding A trim, roofing, take risks.Carpets, 753-7614. Dave &
530
framWork,
trim
garages,
influe,ritial, stand ready to help you
(June
2
CANCER
Godar- owners. Servicesing. Phone 502-489-2907 Invest in yourself by attending yoca- achieve your goals. You make real
Offered CARPOHTS -for cars and
ROCKY COLSON Homo tionarseminars or- relurning to headway in career_ pursuits. Leave
-1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauling, trucks. Special - sizes for Repair. Roofing, siding.. school:1.Yeariittuition ii raiorisharp the big financial decisions for nexr-

1

•

.

CLASSIFIED.

tree trimming,treesemoval,
yard mowing, mulch hauling. Clean up sheet rock &
*other building materials.
Free estimates. Tim Lamb.
.
436-5744.

and etc. Excellent_profection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

Crete- Freer estimates Calk-

PISV ES (Feb..19-March 20):
ners.mayzoi agree with yotir plats
You may be tempted to be "a bit,
Financial &afters go your way. .
LEO (July 21-Aug. 22): Ingenu- bruSque with a c-ustomer or coity he)pc:you overcome any obsta-._.wniter. Be sensitive-in-this perSoks
cies :at work. You jump-start a feelings. There'could be a sudden
stalled project and win new admit- need to change certain -work proceers! Step on the gas in a large-scale dures. Show your adaptability.

SEAMLESS gutters inCARROLL'S diatom gar- stalled., residential or comden_ tilling, bushhogging
HO-USE and acreage,
box grader,. blade' work, mercial, Sewall Gutter Co.
753-1300, leave message.
753-6433.
Free
estimates. Gerald
A
1
tree
1
1
1
1
_Hauling,
9a.m-6pm 489-2116,
Carroll,
502-492-8622.
finishing,
SHEE:TROCK
&
.trimming, tree removal,7pm-lOpm
textured_ ceilings: Larry
cleaning nut sheds, attics.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are consIdeFate, gentle-and analytical:,They'IDEAL ter-tarter: retire----- -odd jobs, & will haul- & CHIN Chlm Chimney Chrisman. 492-8742.
ment, or rental property._
carefully scrutinize an issue or situation from all angles before coming to a
-estiFree
pread
s
mulch.
11;w.4(tliww#1
Sweeps has 10% senior SUREWAY Tree & Stump
•Small 2br
decision. Outwaiiky 'confident. these teiider-heartedranceriaics can be
mates 436-5744 Luke citizen discounts. We wall RemovaV-Insured with full
5 mieetes, from
-,.extra
I ..41-\.ffi.ii0
..-.)
1 :
.=.;- -J
(
by,eritieism. Theyr_ide themselves On-their objectivity and wiU
,dbeply-hurt
chimneycaps and screens.- line of equipment Free esM,urray -near,Duncan's.,
By Appoinunent- 753-1008•FREE Car Pick-upg Delivery
wOunded by Charges of favoritism.'Diligent and well-orgaespecially
be
night,
or
435-4191.
Day
timates.
,
_
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing.
• grocery, $29,900•
featuring w/attendant
will be successful both at school and in business. Their
children
these
nized,
trimming, tree removal. Joe COMPUTER SERVICE & 753-5484.
753-2339, 753-8767.
TOUCH LESS AUTOMATIC
money management skills are top-notch! 436-2867.
TRAINING. 502-753-7001. TAX reduction. strategies, •
NEW.. house for. sale!
Owners Kimber &jimmy Joe Hole
1 1 1 A all around mowing, COOPER Lawn Service. monthly bookkeeping ser2000sq ft, great location,
Hwy.641 N.•Murray, KY 42071
U.S.
•
St.
12th
N.
1301
trimming, hauling. Mark New & existing . Call vices, all types of tax re30r,2 baths, great room, dr, turns prepared. Twenty--'
436-2528.
kitchen, utility room, walk in
502-435-4588.
'years experiance, low
closet. Has all city utilities,
custom tree COUNTERTOPS, custom.
rOund
ALL
2
rates, free pick-up & delivcounty taxes & extras. Call
trimme4ges,removal. Homes, trailers, offices ery 753-8091
.- _during daytime 753-7435, •
eild-.74yrs 'ex- Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
light ha
evening 753-3966.
perience, free estimates. 436-5960.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
436-2102 ask for Mathew
aluminum gutters, variety
ON KY Lake, % mile from
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating of colors:. Licensed, .inf4rbor Hill Marina,3br, 14
" HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Al, Al's hauling, yard work, and Cooling service. ComSUred. Estimate available.
baths;'kitchen, living room,
tree removal, mowing. Free plete installation and ser759-4690.
basement, central air/heat,
Central Heating & .Cooling SIMMS Installation
estimates. 759-1683.
Adjust
vice. - Call Gary at
pump Well & septic on 3
Electrical Service & Installation
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
759-4754.
Stump
Service.
Tree
lots Call 502-474-2117.
Al
Electrically
Licensed Gas Merchant
Service Center, deaningremoval and spraying. Free
most
$15;
repairs
servicing
SPACIOUS .3br,. 2 bath,
hundreds
to
estimates. 436-2247, or CUSTOM bulldozing and
$35. Free estimates.Route
anth great flowing lay out,
.•
492-8737. septic sys- 1, Alma. Open 9-12, 1-5,
work,
backhoe
restful
of
beautiful kitchen:breakfast
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
Al Tree trimming & light
room. seperate• dining
positions.
Horace Sholar.
hauling. Paul Lamb
room. Lots Of extras, counWINDOW & patio dooryour
for
try club view. Call
436-2102.
CUSTOM round baling. glass replacement
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
appointment today
753-2330
Conditioning. Ron Hall 753-0062.
AIR
753-2905,-753-7536.
Heating, Cooling and D & D Lawn Care. Free
Electric Co. Service. Unit estimates. 489-2296.
replacement and complete
installtion. licensed gas in- DRYWALL, finishing, re„
pairs. additions and blow:
staller. Phone 435-4699.
FREE: tamale cat, tyr old,
ing ceilings 753-4761.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
declawed, fixed, has all
1978 HONDA 750F
WALTERS.
GERALD
shots. 435-4009.
Factory trained by 3 major
You owe it to yourself to come
Supersport, $100
paintsiding,
vinyl
in or call for prices today
manufacturers. All work Roofing,
Experienced builder of houses,
759-4659 message
18 FREE: Teddy Bear & Goland parts warranted. Ask ing. Free estimates.
storage
&
barns
pole
garages,
1991 300 HONDA 4X4
for Andy at The Appliance years experience. Local re- den hamsters. 435-4578
Honest Savings Delivery + Service Sold Only
after 5pm.
ferences. 753-2592.
buildings Also remodeling Call for
4-wheeler, excellent condiWorks, 753-2455.
By Local Exclusive Dealers
tion, $3,200 1989 KX 250
estimates, no job too large or too
dirt bike, excellent condismall
tion, $1,500 10ft Jon boat,
$150 354-6468

-•

'.,-. - ..df:v•it-Ts
CAR WASHinc - •-•

William Duncan
Building Contractor

474-8267

1992 RM 250, good condition $2,600 489-2392
1993 SUZUKI DR250
street & dirt bike, excellent
condition. $2,500 obo Call
753-0707

CLASSIFIED

don McBride
It •RN1Tt'RE SI i(

F.x11 (WI 24. I Mile F.

ROC ).\l"

n Sat 9 S sun I
,
Lair" Rd •44 2 S96•94,

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER

Simpileity

Service Casa

Across from Southern States

Lamb's Small Engine
1 SET factory aluminum
wheels. fits 88-94 full size
Chevrolet truck 753-8944'
CHEVY PARTS- 3-2'!. ton
Chevy 6X6 rear ends & 1
front end, all are 6 17 gear
ton
ratio Also, 1-2
Chevy Transfer Case No
reasonable offer refused
Also, 2 -4 3 Chevy V-6 en- gines & 2- Reese Hitches
for GM Product- Make offer
Call Frankfort
502 227 8015

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

Also Repair Work

BCS Tillers
Reuin Lansb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

1978 LINCOLN Town car,
4dr, 51 XXX original miles,
excellent condition, 1 family
car, $3,000 753-2986

1985 SAAB 900 S, loaded
needs some transmission
work $1,500 753-3862 af
ter 5pm
1967 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
auto, sun roof, average mileage, $1 1,200 excellent
condition 502 388-2511
•
after 6pm
1990 FORD Taurus GL, all
options including keyless
entry, excellent condition,
69,XXX moles new 'tires,
$6,900 753 6380 leave
message

CUSTOM laTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Orop By And See Our Showroom •
soolPAY • am,Wiled Ilunay Ilreed)

408

753-5940

Two Shots Are Better than One
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
* A 98
•A Q 6
•K 86 2
4bKJ 5
WEST
EAST
46 7 2
+643
•8 7 5 3
•J10942
*J5
•47 3
4964
•Q 10 7 2
SOUTH
K QJ 105
K
* A 1094
+A 83
The bidding:
North East
South West
3
Pass
1 NT
Pass
4+
Pass
4 NT Pass
5•
Pass
5 NT Pass
7*
6•
Pass
Opening lead-jack of hearts.
Assume you're in seven spades
and West leads the jack of hearts.
Offhand it may seem that you need
•successful club finesse to land the
grand slam, but further study reveals you have much more than just
a 50percent chance for the contract.
You win the heart lead with the
king and draw three rounds of
trumps, finding them divided 3-2.
You then cash the A-K of diamonds,

both opponents following suit, at

which point your chances of making
the grand slam rise to 100 percent.
You play the A-Q of hearts, discarding the 10-9 of diamonds, and
ruff a diamond, establishing
dummy's eight as a trick. You then
lead a club to the king, discard your
eight of clubs on the eight of diamonds, and make the grand slam
without risking a club finesse.
Note that in adopting this method
of play you do not at any point relin•
quish your chance of making the
contract with a successful club finesse.Ifthe diamonds turn out to be
divided 4-1 when you cash the A-K,
you still discard the 10-9 on the A-Q
of hearts and then fall back on the
club finesse.
The applicable principle is a
fairly common one. Whenever the
outcome appears to depend on the
favorable location of a particular
card - in the present case, the
queen of clubs - declarer should
look for an alternative line of play
thateither reducesor eliminates the
luck factor associated with a finesse.
A different way of stating the
same principle is to say that declarer always tries to find an alternative method of play that gives him
two chances to make the contract
instead of only one:

753-MEAT
U SDA Choice Boneless Top

Sirloin Steak
U S D A.

Choice

T-Bone Steaks

Country Style

Pork Ribs
Crrilor

Ciii

Ham Slices

$4.29
$5.69

lb

ID

$1.79
$2.89

1'

Mon -Fri. 9 a m.-6 p.m.: Sat. 9 a.m.-5 pm.
"Qualify and Service are #1"

Tomorrow: Test your play.
••
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_
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TODAY IN HISTORY
- Tea years ago
Murray Ledger & Times Staff
Writer Ruth Ann Coleman and
Staff Photographer Tennis Gordon covered the visit of President
Ronald Reagan at Beech Bend
Park, Bowling Green, on July 12.
Pfc. Bruce D. Marvin, son of
Bill F. and Billie Marvin, is now
stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Douglass
Were married 50 years June 30:
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wortham,
June 14; a boY to Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Starks, June 25; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Johnson,
July 1; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kim Alan Cole, July 4; a girl, to
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Marvin, July
6.
- Twenty years ago:
Kentucky Governor Wendell
Ford brought his governMent to
the-people otWcsstezn Kentucky

By The Associated Press
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Tpday is Thuriday. July 14. the 195th day of 1994. There are 170
days left in the year. .
Today's Highlight in- History:
On July 14. 1789, during the French Revolution, citizens of Paris
, stormed the Bastille prison and released the seven prisoners.
On this date: '
In 1798, Congress passed the Sedition Act, making it a federal
crime to publish false, scandalous or malicious,writing about the U.S.
government.
In 1853, Commodore Matthew. Perry relayed to Japanese officials
letter from former President Fillmore, requesting trade relations.
In 1881,(*new William H. Bonney Jr.. alias "Billy the Kid," was.
shot and killed by Sheriff Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner, N.M.
In 1921, Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were convicted in
Dedham, Mass. in the killing of a shoe company paymaster and his
guard. (Sacco and Vanzetti were executed six years later.)
In 1965, U.S. Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson Jr....the Democratic
presidential nominee in 1952 and 1956, died in London at age 65.
In 1966, eight student nurses were mastered by Richard Speck in a
Chicagodounisory.-(Speck died in _prisaltin 1991, a day short of his
50th birthday)
.
In 1972, the' Stare .Departuient criticized actress Jane Fonda for
making antiwar radio broadcasts in Handl, calling them "distressing."
hi 1976. Jimmy Carter won the Dernocratic presidennitudmination
by an overwhelming margin at the party's conventionin New York.
In 1978, Soviet dissident Anatoly Shcharansky was convicted of
-treasonous espionage and atiti-Soviet agitation, and 'sentenced to 13
DEAR ABBY: My daughter got
, picked up for shoplifting $30 worth
years at hard labor. (Shcharansky was released in 1986.)"
Ten years ago: New Zealand's Labor Party, led by David Lange of merchandise in a store where she
iviin a landslide-it-tenni', victory, ending conservitive-Primifiltnis*; had fast,spent463% After -the-was
caught, she,offered to pay toed*
Robert Muldoon's nine-year tenure.. •
items she took, but they refilled to
Five' years ago: Leaders of the severf richest nations opened a sum- accept her money. (It Was,the first
French
bicentennial
of
the
mit in Paris, which was also celebrating the
time she had ever been picked up
Revolutidn With pomp and pageantry.
_ for shoplifting.) Instead, they put a
One year ago: President Clinton visited flood-stricken IoWa TOr the restraining order on her, denying'
second time in 10 days, telling flohd victims to "hang in there." her the right to shop in any of their
Today's Birthdays: Former President Ford is 81. Movie and stage stores for the rest of her life!(They
director Ingmar Bergman is 76. Former NBC'newsrnan John Chancel- are part of a largg national chain.)
My poor daughter is a wreck.
lor is 67. Former -football player Rosey Crier is 62.
She's manic-depressive, and has
uncharitable
Thought for Today: "A man_must be both stupid and
been under the care of a psychiawho believes there if no virtue or truth but on his own Side." -- trist for the last four years.
Joseph Addison, English essayist and poet (1672-1719).
Abby, I could,understand them

el—

fining her maybe $100 and barring

YES,THE 006
GAYS ARE SURE
'UPON US

DON'T SVER -Skif NAT
-

I KINDER WHY
HE WAS SO
TOUCHY ABOUT'
THAT-?

on July 12. About 100 Calloway
Countians brought themselves to
the governor at Calloway County
Courtroom.
Ron D. McAlister, assistant
principal of Ballard Memorial
High School. Barlow. since 1971,
was named as new principal of
Calloway County High School by.
Calloway County Board of
Education.
Sally Cope and James Stom
were married June 1* at DexterHardin United Methodist-Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lough and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Maness, June 25; a girl to Mr. t.
and Mrs. Kent Reed, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Clyde Evitts,
twins, boy and girl. to- W. and
Mrs. Jerry Eades, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Denton, Jane
27.

flirt

rs

Diane West, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe D. West, was
crowned as Murray-Calloway
Fair Queen in the contest, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club
and Murray-Calloway -Jaycees.
First runnerup was Nanette Solomon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Solomon, and second runnerup was Patsy Hendon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hendon.
Sandra Costello, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Costello, as
1963 queen, crowned Miss West.
James T. Hayes of -Murray
State College has been appointed
a regional judge of National
Council of?Teachers of English
Achievement Maards for 1964.
Murray State College Dean
Mau Sparkman spoke_ at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at'
Murray Woman's _Club -House.
Recent births reported-al Mut.
:
- rax,Hospltal include a girl to Mr.

•

over the store so the customers can
be observed while they shop. 1)on't
xou think there-should he signs
posted advising the customers that.
they are being videotaped?
I ,would appreciate knowing
what you think ofthis.
UPSET IN INDIANA

received very harsh punish.
ment. I, too, believe that there
should be signs posted all over
the store advising shoppers of
the video cameras. This alope
should discourage shoplifting.

DEAR UPSET: Shoplifteris
cost retail merchants millions
of dollars annually, so I can't
fault _them for dealing firmly

DEAR ABBY; My wiTe and
both retired last year. Because
we're together more now, her habit
of whistling annoys me no end.- -

THE fSI SIDI
_ -

I CAN'T
IMAGINE

rti. JUST iott 92111.0
1RAVELING
INNIENToR`l WE. NEL? ME DRpg,
ICAI KNOW!
L1GRT SPEED SNACKS AND
RECARD TWA IF WE MISS
. THROUGH A,t4
INUDIMENSIOM IN DIE JOU10041 OUR EXIT, WE
QZIJUD FL4
tUATINUUM
LAPSE! MAK
RIGHT INTO
'TILL WE LARD!
THE ,816 BANG!

"Yeah,I just got beck! And the wizard I mentioned?
He Owe me a new brain!...It's on the coffee
• tabards we speak!"
FROM 'nits MOMENT ON, I
VOW TO OSSEO ONLY ABOUT
THE IMPORTANT, 61D8AIDI
SIErNICICANT ISSUES THAT
AFFECT THE LIVES Of AU.
MAP AND
!!

wrz

-T-Boxing--victory
abbr.
4 City in
Nevada
8 Author —
Wesel
12 Saloon
13 Island
14 Actor —
• Novell°
15 One — —
time
16 Gratifying
18 Right-hand
page
20 Shady plant
21 — Traviata
22 Plaything
23 Faucets
27 Neckwear
29 Noticed
30 Weapon
31 Next to KY
32 Dress up
33 Nervous
twitch
34 Not off
35 Home-run
,king
1

2

3

37 metal
-38-Appropriate
39 winter
precipitation
40 Clines. •
Pagoda 41 You and I
42 Brewed
beverage,
44 Haul
Cover
(a
47
chair)
51 Western
hemisphere
assn.
52 Writer —
Janowitz
53 Informal
farewell
54 Side issue
55 Formerly
56 Claesconscious
person
57 EtemaNy
(Poet)

SERVICE IS GETTING'
VERY SLACK
AROUND HERE
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DO YOU THINK
BA5EPALL5 ARE LIVELIER
THAN THEY L/5ED TO BE,
CHARLIE BROWN ?
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6 Show
submissive
respect
7 Eared seal
8 Of vivid
images
9 Roman 56
10 Electrified
particle
11 Unit of energy
17 Concerning
19 Thanks, in
Britain
22 1,abel
24 Mil. branch
25 Fall heavily
26 Transmitted
27'—the night
before
Christmas"
player
Tennis
28
— Lendl
29 Male child
30 — Tin Tin
(movie dog)
32 Type of
watercrift
33 Aunt in Spain
36 Artificial
language
37 Plaid
38 Bacterium
40 Tries out
41 NW state
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45 Actress.
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DEAR ABBY: I have been
intending to Write this thank-you
letter since 1985 — the year my siblings and I had a reception to honorour parents on their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Neither we; nor our parents,
wanted the guests to bring gifts.
After 50_ years of-marriage, most
couples have just about everything
they need-- and if they don't have
it, they probably don't want it.
A very good friend told me of a
suggestion She had read in the Dear
Abby column, that guests contribute letters of remembrance to be
placed in an album instead of gifts.
I am very happy to.report that
the response was great! With all the
wonderful letters, we were able to
compile a terrific album to present
to our mom and dad.
Abby, we had the entire evening
videotaped. After the dinner, we
called on some of the guests to read
their letters of remembrance. Since
we have it on tape, we have been
able to enjoy it repeatedly.
Please consider this a belated
thank-you for making our parents'
50th wedding anniversary spectacular.
KENNETH R. STIGER,
PITTSBURGH

e/s

By Peter H. Gott,.M.D.

Antwer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

DEAR GOING: How can you
expect your wife to know that
one of her habits gets on your
nerves if you don't tell her?
Get the message to her gently. For example, jay: "Sweet- heart, I know that whistling is a
sign of contentment and happrnese, but isn't there some;other
way to express it? If you're
doing it unconsciously — would
you -mind if I helyed x„ou
m-entiotuntitTI love you.
* * *

,i0BBES, %ME

er001611.6.40RONO WITH fitE ??1
A ZILLION 'PROBLEMS IN THE _
INORU), MD rat THRASHING
AROUND IN MY SLEEP, DREAMI$& THAT I 60T if HAIRtUT stow SOPERCICIAL
CAN 40U SET'? HOW PE1TY
AND SELf- INDULGENT CAN
ONE PERSON SE ???

-

What are. Your thoughts oirthe
subjed?,,,
GOING CRAZY IN NEBRASKA

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES

CATHY

4
.

L

her from shopping in that store for - with thoee they catch.
• I suppose it's a sign of happiness,
However, for a fifst-time
six months or a year, but for them
but it, drives me up a wall! Some
to bar her from shopping at any of offender, eipecially one who how, singing -or humming a tune
their stores for life.Seems-texribly has b184111 Aspflor the-earai-of
.-weuld-be em-more aceeptabre-.=
_
psychiatrist for the last fotir - Not wanting to offend her, Psay
harsh tome. '
Alio, there are video cameras all years, I would say that she nothing while I silently endure
, it.

1•: They
ng to a
can be
aid will
II-orgas. Their

WHAT A HORRIBLE DREAM!
WHAT A NI6IITMARE!!

and Mrs. Coleman Reeder.
Forty years ago
Calloway County cooked in a
102 degree temperature yesterday. A low of 78 degrees was
recorded for last night.
'Mrs. George Hart of Murray,
publicity chairman of Board of
Kentucky Congress of ParentTeacher Association, is attending
a meeting of the board being held
at Kentucky Hotel, Louisville.
Recent births reported at Mu:-.
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr. 4
and Mrs. Bobby Ray Mitchell
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ewell
Rowland.
David Ryan Graham was honored at a party in celebration of
his sixth birthday on July 7 by
his parents, Mr. and -Mrs. Ryan
Graham.
•
.
A family- reunion was -held
-recently in the -home of F.N.
Kennedy.

DEAR DR. GOTT.: I've recently
undergone six surgical procedures. As a
restilt,1ended_ up-having,12 IVPs. one
upper GI, one lower barium enema, and
radiation treatments for a period of 29
days. I'm terrified of problems resulting
from the exposure. Are my concerns
valid?
_
DEAR READER: You've certainly
been exposed to a whale of a lot of radiation. Yet, given your brief description. I
suspect that your exposure wasjustified.
Radiation therapy is ordinarily
reserved for treating various cancers. If
this is true in your case, the amount of
radiation you received was necessary
therapy for your underlying disease.
Under the circumstances, I don't
believe that you need to worry about the
radiation itself Rather, I'd focus on monitoring the condition for which you
received both surgery and radiation.
Your doctor can advise you.
DEAR DR GOTT: In 1980 I was diagnosed with systemic lupus and central
nervous system involvement. I do have
temporal lobe seizures associated with
this condition. Two separate biopsies of
the lesions and blood work were positive.
I've since moved and now am told I
don't have lupus, nor did I ever have it.
As you can realize, this has left me totally confused and frustrated. While in
remission, does this disease show up in.
blood work or does it lay dormant and
undetectable?
DEAR READER: Lupus, an autoimmune disease, causes skin and kidney
damage:sometimes the brain is affected
too. Ordinarily, once blood tests reveal
lupus, they remain positive indefinitely,
even though the disease may enter a
prolonged remission.
It seems to me that you are caught in
a quandary because your doctors cannot
agree on what disease is affecting you.
Therefore, you should obtain a third opinion, preferably from a diagnostic
clinic in a teaching hospital. The specialists will review the results of your previous testing and correlate the findings
with your symptoms.
More testing may be required, but this
is a small price to pay; for your own
peace of mind and continuing health.
you need to know the score.
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Mrs. Leathey Stacy

Mrs. Hilda Bynu.m

Mrs. Leathey Stacy, 80, Rt. 1. Dexter, died Wednesday at 12:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Feb. 1, 1914, in Breathitt County, she tt,as the daughter of the
late Ballard Howard and Easter Stone Howard.
Also preceding her in death were one son, Don Stacy, qae,sister,
Sophie Howard, and four brothers% Walter, Erving, Tony an3-Chester
Howard.L
Survrvors include her husband, Green Stacy, to whom she was married on Sept. 3, 1938; two daughters, Mrs. Ruby Hillers and husband,
Michael, San Pierre, Ind.. and Mrs. Helen Hounshell, Murray; three
sons, William Stacy, Chicago, Ill., Norman Stacy, Dexter, and Charles
'Stacy and wife, Nore, Alabama; one brother, Fred Howard, South Car_ olina; 16 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren.
Private funeral service will be.Saturday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Bdrial will follow in Murray City
Conetery.
'
Friendsfrntay -all at the funeral home: from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Hilda Bynum. 83, Warren, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at St. John's Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Joe Stone Jr.

Joe Stone Jr., 64, Rt. 3, Fulton, Pilot Oak community, died Wednesday at 1:45 a.m. at his home.
He had retired in 1986 from.Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,
Union City, Tenn. A veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member
of Cuba Church of Christ.
Born Aug. 22, 1929, in Graves County, he was the son of the late
Joe Stone Sr. and Iva Diveny Stone. One daughter, Vicky Stone, one
snter, Linda Murphey, and one brother, Johnny Stone, also preceded
him in deat,h._
' Survivors include his wife., Mrs. Lura Rowland Stone; one.stepdaughter, Pam Kelley, South Fulton, Tenn.; two stepsons, Charles
Richard Dublin and Larry Joe'Dublin, Wingo; one sister, Mrs. Jeanet--___
te Williams, Murray; two brothers-, Bill Stone, Wingo, and Bob Stone,
Houston, TeX3S; a‘K Stepgrandetrildren, Amanda anti Jason Kelley,
'Mrs. Mettie Opal Jackson, 84, Cornith Road, Benton, died, Wednei--,
south Fulton, and Jake, Leah- Beth, Sarah and Joey Dublin, Wingo.
- day at Marshall County Hospital, Beaton. .
v.:-The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m.-in the chapel of Hornbeak Fun-Her husband, Mobley-Christopher Jackson, preceded ,.her in death.
.cral
lionfe, Fulton. Will McSweeney and Brad Howard will officiate.
She was a member Of Christian Fellowship Church, Brienurg.
O
BuOal. will_fej_loi„,v. in,,jkthlehem Cemetery, Pilot Oak,
horn...Setif .28, 1909, in Weakley .County,. Tenn ; shi was the
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5,-0.m. today (TliursilaY).
,t.iughtec of the late Jessie Laileton Griffith- and Curie Rhodes-'
Griffith.
- Mrs. Jackson is survived by one daughter, Mrs. Glenda Gatewood,
Benton; one son, William Jackson, Hazel .Park, Mich.; seven grandJulelre_n;i five great-g-randchildren.
Mrs. Betty Lou Mitchugbn, 61, Rt. l Dem"; died today at 410
.a.m. at her -home.
The funeral will be Saturday at fl a.m, in the chapel of Collier
for a parts
employed
had
been
Member bf a Baptist Church, she
Funeral-Home of Benton. Dr. JJ. Parish will officiate Burial will _
manufacturer. Born Dec. 27, .1932,_ in Trigg County, she was the
follow in Maple. Springs Cemetery in Marshall County.'
.
- chtughtEr bf the late John Garland and Drucillia44argrove Garland.
Friends may call at the funeral home aftcr. 5' p.m. Friday.
SurviVOrs include her husband, Willard MitchliSon; to whom she
'
was mirried on Oct 13, 1954; two daughters Mrs. Sherrie Johnson,
and husband, Anthony, Lake Station, lad., and Mrs. Cheryl Sims and
'husband, Russell, Vain°, Inct,;.. rive sisters, Mrs. Mary Ann Futrell, Rt.
I, AIM% and Mrs.- Christine Downs and 'husband, Howard,.' Mrs
..-Aaron-Richard Paschall,, 83, South Blakemore Street, Paris, Tenn.,
died Tuesday at 11:30.p.m. at Henry County Nursing-Home, Part-.._ Emma Joan Fox and husband,-D.W.,,Mrst-Peggy Downey, and Mrs.
.4w043rotherg„
uLthandrzdwasd,,au_or,,m4Fray;
fvfargarM Downey andj
tiKKILit Church he, Was enIRLOYed J3t1
. and and Wife,- Melvie.- all-iiiia-driver-vvittrItie State of Tennessee Highway Department for 25--- Bill Garland and, wife; Rose,-arkt:8rtift---Girt
years.,
of Mar.ray;-four-grandchildren:Jospua Suns; Mitchell Sims, Anthony
flop Sept. 9, 1910, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of the _ Johnson and Andrew Johnson':
late Hancie Paschall and Santifee Lewis Paschall. One sister, Mrs. ' The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller KinAnnre Mae Scott, one brother, Elmus Paschall, and twq grandchildren - eral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate. Burial will
also preceded him in death.
--follow in Matheny Cemetery in the - Land Between the Lakes.
Sarvivora'include his wife,•Mrs. Drucella Driver Paschall, to whom'
I
Friends may call at the funeral home after 1 p.m. Friday.
hc was,married on Dec. 23,.1933; two daughters, Mrs. Diana Odom
••••
IT] husband; Jerry, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Weida Grace'Dean
.tiahuistand,--Altetv, New eoncord; four sisters:10rs. Fannie Wilson,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Jessie Davidson; Paris, Mrs. Catherine WaterHomer Marshall, 83, Rt.- 2, Hazd, died Wednesday
" at 2:05_ p.m'. at
&rad,$haron, Tenn_and Mrs. loan_Evans, Florida;.two brothers, Jack
Paris, and Glen Paschall,- Puryear; six grandchildren; 12-- ----Murray-Calloway County 'Hospital.
A retired rural mail can:ier, he was a member of Hazel Church of
_leat-grandchildren.
Christ.
- The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy FunBorn April 7, 1911, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
,:rarHorne, Paris. The Rev. Warren T. Sykes will officiate. Burial will
Miller Marshall and Rhoda Herron MataKall. Also preceding him in
rollow in Puryear City Cemetery.
death were one sister, Mrs. Minnie Shelton,'and three brothers, HerFriends may call at the funeral home-after 4 p.m.-today (Thursday).
bert, Carl and Clyde Marshall.
Survivors 'include his wife, Mrs. Clara Wilcox Marshall; one sister,
Mrs. Mary Shipley, Hazel; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.. Bill- Johnson will officiate. Singers will be from
-Services for James Edward rage Grove, Tenn., died Tuesday
Hazel Church of Christ. Burial will follow in- Hazel Cemetery.
(Edd) Crowder are today at 2:30 at 'Henry County Medical Center,
Friends may call *Labe funreal home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridge- Paris.
- way Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The
He Vies a farmer and a member
Rev. L.G. Hall and the Rev. War- of Oak Hill Baptist church. Born
ren T. Sykes are officiating.
Aug. 4, 1919, in Paris, he was the
Pallbearers are Charles Rush- son of the late Hafford Crowder
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Elizabeth Gibson will be Saturday at 2
ing, David Lampkins, David
Sr. and Iva Hastings Crowder. p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman -Funeral Home. The Rev. Tom
Crowder, Ricky Crowder, Ran- One sister, Mrs. Mildred Cain,
Clendenon will officiate.,Burial.will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
dall Bowden, Timmy Hastings, and two brothers, Billy Joe and
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday.
John Paschall and Roe Owens. Rainey Crowder, also preceded
__ Mrs. Gibson,-6.9_,-Ocoee,.Fla., former resident of Murray, died-MonBurial will follow in Oakr.1-1ill
him in death. Cemetery.
Survivors include hia wife, --day at 2 -p.m. at Florida Hospital South, Orlando, Fla.
Survivbrs include her husband, Ben Gibson; one daughter, Misty
Mr. Crowder, 74, Ri 1, CotMrs. Mary Ann Hastings CrowDawn Gibson,- Ocoee; one son, Benny Lee Gibson, Groveland, Fla.;
der, to whom he was married on
her stepmother, Mrs. Helen Robinson, Murray; six sisters, Mrs. RosetNQV. 5, 1938_;* seven daughters,
Inrestmunts Since 185-1
ta Gibson, Eustis, Fla., Mri. Wanda Sue Jones, FerguSon, Mb., Mrs.
Iva Lou Evans, Judy Shankle,
Mary Helen Turner, Yukon, Okla., and Mrs. Winona Williams, Mrs.
Jeanette Dodd, Wilma Key, DonNell Omstead and Mrs. Dortha Parrish, Murray; six brothers, Edwin,na Farris and Alecia Galindo, all
Walter, James, Lynn; and Larry -Robinson,- all of Murray, and Billy
of Pari.- and Tena Spente, NashRobinson, St. Louis, Mo.; two grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
ville, Tenn.; one son, Samuel
Edward (Sam) Crowder, SpringPrices as of 9 AM
ville, Tenn.; four sisters, Mary B.
Thompson and Dorothy Brown,
Company
Price
Chg
Cottage Grove, and Maureen
Evans and Margie Ward, MemFederal SON Market News ár,ka July 14, 1904
Dow Jones Ind, Avg........+18.45
phis, Tenn.; two brothers, Bobby
Kentucky Purchase Arm Hog MM,t Report laded.3
DJ1A Previous Close---370428
Hafford
Puryear,
and
Crowder,
Kayla. Stables ilecelyb: Art. 4$ FA. 20 lierrows &
Mr Products................. 431h tux
Crowder Jr., Paris; 18 grandchil- Gas .54 lows Sews weaker MY/ lower
AT&
US 1-2 2311-250 lbs.
544,511-41.44
dren; 10 great-grandchildren.
US 1-2 2111-234 lbs.
5.12.511-45.114
Bell South
US 2.3 239-2w lbs.
5411.64-44.54
Briggs & Stratton.............6934+1
US 14 241#2711 lbs.
5.19.4444.1111
Bristol Myers Squibb-52112+114
Sows
CBT Corp. Ky.s.-411/111 431/ak
US 1.2 274-354 lbs.
523.46.24.40
US 1-3 344-409 lbs.
524.$4.25
500 South 4th, Murray
US 1-3 41111.525 lbs.
114.1111.25.441
Dean Foods.....---------28'I. wm
US 1-3 525 and up lbs....
/24,1411-211.54
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A year-long renovation project of
Murray State University's old fine
arts building began July 6.
The $3.5 million project is expected to be finished by July 1995,
according to Ed West, director of
facilities management at MSU. The
three-story building was completed
in 1945 and contains music practice
rooms, at studios and a recital hall
noted for its excellent acoustics.
Renovation plans call for the
interior of the building to be gutted
and the recital hall enlarged. An
entrance off the pedestrian mall will
beaded.The first floor will be used
by the art department and the upper
two floors by the music departmatt.
Classes normally held in the

Protect The One's you love.

.PRO LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY

Mrs. Mettie Opal Jackson

$hock Collars • Bark Collars
Call Today Fer; A
Free Estimate
`7

49478250
oFinanclos Available
s
...Locally Owned & Operated

Mrs. Betty Lou Mitchuson

Aaron Richard Paschall

building have been relocated to the
former University Church of Christ
and Westside Baptist Church buildings across from Sparks Hall. Murray State acquired the two buildings
in 1990.
Pedestrian traffic around the old
fine arts building will be limited due
to construction for the next 12
months, West said. Fences have
been erected around construction
boundaries. Parking behind the
building will be reduced because of
construction equipment and trailers,
West said.
Funds for the renovation project
were appropriated by the Kentucky
General Assembly.
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Stepping
Stones

Lattice Panels

699
Your Family Name Deserves Preserving
Complete indoor and outdoor display for
your privacy and year-round convenience.
Large Selection of' Color & Gray Granite & Mausoleums
Specializing in bronze markers for memorial gardens.
Service and Quality at Everyday Low Prices

Prices include lettering, setting
in cemetery & choice of design.
Guaranteed Foundations
Mon.
-Fri.
9 run.-4 p.m. or anytime by appointment
Hours:

Aluminum

Roof
Coating
5 gallon

2999

249
Complete Line of Nails & Staples
to Fit:

ATRO® • BOSTITCH®
DUO-FAST® • HAUBOLD®
HITACHI® • PASLODE®
SENCOTh • SPOTNAILS®

LYONS

at. Lpla, IA • EWA WM wit WC

11%‘ ,

759 13:1:1

N. Murray

•
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Concrete

4'x8'

Heritage Monument Co.
42# MN

I
-

,K U Energy-----...... 2.51/3+1/4
. Kroger
L Ca.&
Mattel
unc
Merck
unc
J.C. Penney.................-- 475/a-1/4
Peoples Firsts.—.-. 2211#11 24'hA
Quaker Otts.....•••••••1•••••• 751/8.11/4

intor matiog,

14" I:fourid

361/4+1

Time Warner..--.-3.51h+sh

(502)153-6450

121.44-23-411

Call 753-9500

IBM_.
Ingersoll

Mon.-Fri. 74, Sat. il-Noon
Sale Items Cash II Carry
Good 77vu 7/19/P4

YERS umber Co.

Support

Ford_ Motor.......--.---- 323/4+1/3
General Electric ---......4714+1/4
General Motors...---- 5251.44#
Goodrich....----43s4+34

•••

e. 10-0r-

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.
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